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ABSTRACT

This report is a comprehensive survey of the
marketing and consumption of fresh, frozen packaged, and
smoked fish and shellfish in California, Oregon, and
Washington. Consumer purchases and preferences for salmon,
halibut, sole, rockfish, and crab in these forms are ex-
amined in detail. For example, household purchases of fresh

fish and shellfish of these species are analyzed by areas
within the states, by income and factors associated with
income such as occupation and education, by region of prior
residence and duration of residence on the Pacific coast,
by religious groups, and by retail outlet where these
products were last purchased. Similar analyses are made
of the household purchases of frozen packaged and smoked
fish and shellfish.

The retail distribution of fresh fish and shell-
fish in the Pacific Coast States is examined with special
emphasis on the major problems confronting the retailers
handling these products. The selling practices of re-
tailers who stock frozen packaged fish are presented in
some detail because of the large percentage of retail
stores involved. A limited analysis is made of the retail
distribution of smoked fishery products.

The examination of the wholesale distribution
of the fishery products included in the study is concerned
with the type of wholesalers and type of product, the

services offered to retailers, the storage facilities used
by wholesalers, and their suggestions and opinions in
connection with product improvement and promotion.

A series of recommendations based on the study
are presented. The ijT^iortant areas covered include:
consumer education; retailer and wholesaler education;
service improvement j and product improvement.

The pixtject was financed with funds made scvailable
by the Saltonstall -Kennedy Act, approved July 1, 1951;

(68 Stat. 376).
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INTRODUCTION

The fishing industry is an important source of income in the
Pacific Coast States. The ex-vessel value (amoiint paid to fishermen) of the
Pacific Coast landings represented about 21 percent of the total value of
the United States catch in 1958.

In recent years the fishing industry of the West Coast and other
sections of the United States has been faced with unsatisfactoiy prices for
many of its products. Biis situation has resulted from increased operating
costs, expanded competition from imported fishery products, and competition
from other food products. Overinvestment in boats and gear has added to
the industry* s difficulties. Problems of maintaining quality control havre

pyramided. Fishermen have ranged farther from port in order to reach better
fishing grounds. They have remained at sea for longer periods of time so as

to maximize catches while operating under restrictive fishing regulations.

The growing need for research into the economic and other problems
confronting the fishing industry resulted in the passage of the Saltonstall-
Kennedy Act of 195ii. The Act makes funds available for marketing, consumption,
and production research (including biological studies) for the industry. Re-
search funds are administered by the United States Fish and Wildlife Service
of the Department of the Interior, The Service has contracted with various
firms, institutions, and agencies to conduct certain phases of the research
contemplated under the Act.

This study was completed under contract between the Fish and Wild-
life Service and Oregon State College. Its purpose was to investigate the

marketing and consumption of fresh, frozen and cured fishery products on the

Pacific Coast. The West Coast was considered an appropriate area for stu(^

because of the relatively low per capita consumption of fish in that area.

Estimates indicate the consumption there to be only slightly above the national

average. In contrast, consumption in some coastal areas of the North Atlantic

States is much greater than the national average.

The primary objective of the project was to determine the impor-
tant reasons for the low per capita use of commercial fish and shellfish prod-

ucts in the Pacific Coast States of Washington, Oregon and California. The

stucfy was planned so as to investigate the influence upon consumption of (1)

population characteristics, (2) quality of fish and fish products, and (3)
availability of selected species of fish. Data relating to these factors were

collected by personal interviews with 97 wholesalers, 261 retailers, and

l,8ii3 consumers in the States of Washington, Oregon and California. Because

the various segments of the population were sampled at different rates, the

completed interviews were expanded to give a self-weighting sample. Thus,

in the analysis, a total of 2,061^ consumers, 90U retailers, and 307 whole-
salers were contacted. A different questionnaire was used for each of these

groups. In general the samples were drawn proportionate to the distribution



of the population in each State, resulting in a high proportion of the

interviews being taken in the more heavily populated coastal areas. This

was particularly true of California.

The stuc^ was llraited to the consumption and distribution of the

fresh, frozen packaged, and smoked forms of salmon, halibut, sole, rockfish,

and crab. Special studies of canned fishery products are available and

consequently canned fishery products were excluded from this project.

Moreover, the prjjnary markets for Pacific Coast canned fishery products are

outside the stu^y area.



CCWSUMER PURCHASES AND PREFERMCBS

Fresh Pish and Shellfish

Seventy-three percent of the consumers in the Pacific Coast

States bought some fresh, frozen packaged, or smoked fish or shellfish

during the preceding year for home consumption. 1/ About li3 percent of
the non-purchasers gave "don't like it" as their reason for not buying
fish. Twenty percent of the non-purchasers caught their ovn fish. In

Washington and Oregon, 38 and 31 percent of the respective non-purchas-

ing households gave this reason for not buying fish*

DonH like

Catch own

Prefer canned

Not accustomed
to eating

Not available

Dislike odor

Other

l42.7^

20.3^

12.1^

2.8^

1.9%

is.e%

FIGURE - 1.—Reasons for not purchasing fresh, frozen

packaged, or smoked fish or shellfish.

Pacific Coast States, 1956

1/ Throughout this report the term "fish" includes fish and shellfish.
The term "smoked" includes smoked and kippered fish*



Only 53 percent of the households contacted in California bought

fresh fish as compared to 61; percent in Oregon and 69 percent in Washington.

Among the households buying some kind of fish, 91 percent purchased fresh

fish in Oregon and Washington as coinpared to only 72 percent in California.
The adverse picttire as shovn by the figures for California is largely a

reflection of very low fish consunptlon in the southern coast area, include
ing the Los Angeles metropolitan area (Area Hj see figure 2), Only U8 per-
cent of the households in Area U purchased fresh fish as compared with
nearly 70 percent in Area I, the remainder of the coastal area extending
ft*om Monterey to the Canadian border*

Pbr the three states only about 33 percent of the households
purchased salmon and halibut, the two most popiilar fresh fish* Only 19 per-
cent purchased rockflshes, and 22 percent crab*

The consumption of fresh fish was found to be directly related to
income and by several factors associated vlth income, such as oociq>ation and
education. Ihe effect of income as a favorable factor in increasing con-
sumption vas considerably greater on the more expensive fish and shellfish
such as crab and salmon than on sole and rockflshes*

One of the significant facts broijght out by the study vas the
relationship of prior residence of respondents and their consumption of fresh
fish. A high percentage of the consxmers on the West Coast fonnerly lived in
the North Central, South Central, and the Mountain States where fresh fish
are not always readily available* About one-half of the former residents
firan these area« purchsised fresh fish, as compared to about 6$ percent of
the native population. The percentage of households pvirchaslng fresh fish
increases rather sharply during the first few ysars of residence on the coast,
but then levels off. Additional time in the State, therefore, only partly
replaces formal promotional and educational programs as a stimulTis to fuz*ther

increases in the level of l^e fresh fish p\n:chasing rate*

The study supports the thesis that food consvimption habits are
slow to change. TKLess influenced by advertising and education, the tenden-
cy is to continue eating those foods to which one is accustomed. So far
very little fish promotion or educational work has been undertaken on the
West Coast. The opportunHy to increase fish sales through advertising and
educational programs appears to be rather promising, particularly in south-
ern California where ^sh consumption is now very low*

Among Protestants and Catholics, the groups accounting for the
major proportion of the households in the study, there was little difference
in the percentage buying fresh fish or frozen packaged fish. However, the
Catholic households purchased fish much more frequently than did their Prot-
estant counterparts. A very high percentage of the Jewish people reported
the purchase of fresh fish, irtiile a very low percentage pinrchased frozen
packaged fish. The higher proportion of Protestant households on the West
Coast as compared, with the population composition of some of the North At-
lantic States undoubtedly is an important factor in accoTinting for the rel-
atively low fish consumption in the Pacific States Area*
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FIGURE - 2.—Percent of all households purchasing fresh fish,
b7 geographic areas, Pacific Coast States, 19^6



Jewish

Catholic

Protestant

No religious
preference

73.3^

58.U^

SS.3%

hS,3%

FIGURE - 3.—^Percent of all households purchasing fresh fish,
"by religious groups. Pacific Coast States, 1956

At least 23 percent of the consimers, and as macty as 33 percent^
said that fresh salmon, halibut, sole, rockflshes, or crab vera not avail-
able where they did their food shopping* When fish is not available on a
particular shopping day consumers frequently shift to substitute products
rather than to go to another store for ite About 36 percent of the house-
holds interviewed pxirchased fresh fish at fish markets, yihile the rest of
the food shopping was done elsewhere*

Percent

Uo



Only 16 percent of the households buying fresh fish wanted it
prepackaged; 9 percent had no preference. Those desiring prepackaged fresh
fish wanted a transparent wrapper, or window^type package which would permit
them to see the fish.

No preference

Prefer
packaging

Prefer no
packaging

FirrURE - ^,—-ConsTjmer preference for prepackaged fresh fish.
Pacific Coast States, 19^6

Frozen Packaged Fish and Shellfish

About 1|9 percent of all households interviewed and 6? percent of
the households purchasing fish in some form other than canned, bought Arozen
packaged fish. Nearly as maxij households in California used frozen packaged
fish as those using fresh fish. On the other hand, in Washington and Oregon
most households purchased f^esh fish.

In general, the percentage of the hoxiseholds buying fjrozen pack-^

aged fLsh increased with income amd level of education. Sole was the most
popular frozen packaged fish. It was purchased by 23 percent of all house-
holds. Twenty percent purchased frozen packaged halibut, 11 percent salmon
and rockfishes, and about h percoat purchased crab.



FIGURE - 6.—Percent of frozen packaged fish and shellfish
purchased by all households studied, 1956

Nearly 70 percent of the households purchased their frozen pack-

aged fish at supermarkets; most of the remainder was purchased at grocezy

stores* Most of the households reported that the leading kinds of frozen

packaged fish were available where they did their food shopping*

About 39 percent of the consumers interviewed preferred frozen

fish to be packaged in a wrapper which allowed the fish to be visible. This

was particularly true of unadvertised brands. Twenty-five percent of the

purchasers had no preference as to the type of package. Thirty-six percent

favored a cardboard box with an over-wrapper*

8



No preference

Transparent
wrapper

Cardboard box
with picture
of product

Cardboard box
with transparent

wrapper

FIGURE - 7,—Consumer preference for frozen packaged

fish container. Pacific Coast States, 1956

Jtorty-two percent of the consnmers said they would want frozen

fish to be cut into individual sei-vings. Most of the households desiring

individual portions did not know what size they preferred the portion to be«

About 2k percent wanted a U-ounce serving.

More than 71; percent of the households would like to have a piece
of wax paper or parchment dividing the individual steaks or portions of

fillets in a package* IMs method of packaging aids in the separation of the

steaks without con^lete thawing, and makes possible the cooking of only part
of the contents of the package*

Smoked Rsh

About one out of four households in the Pacific Coast States bought

smoked fish sometdjae during the survey year* Nearly hh percent of the house-

holds in Washington purchased smoked fish, as con^ared with 21 percent in
California, and 33 percent in Oregon* Salmon was by far the most popular
smoked fish item.



Product Preparation

Approximately 80 percent of the households prepared sole and rock-

fishes by frying. Halibut and salmon were usually fried by 66 and 57 percent

of the households, respectively» Most of the other households broiled or

baked these items*

One of the important reasons given by constners for not using more
fish, or for not using it more frequently, vas that fish cooking odors are

objectionable* These odors are associated vLth the preparation of fish by
frying. Also, fish are often over-cooked, and thus even less appealing
when friedo More fish undoubtedl7 would be used if housewives were familiar
with alternate methods of preparation. The availability of some good simple
recipes would help* Kaisy consumers reported that c\irrent recipes are too
complicated except for experienced cooks, and call for too many ingredients*

10



RETAIL DISTRIBUTION

Fresh Fish and Shellfish

Only stores handling fresh, frozen packaged, or smoked fish were
interviewed in this study. Fifty-four percent of the retailers questioned
sold fresh fish; the proportion was considerably higher in Washington and
Oregon than in California. For example, 6? percent of the supermarkets in
California sold fresh fish as compared to 100 percent in the other two states.
The over-all percentage of each kind of store handling fresh fish in southern
California was even lower. This is significant when considering the large
potential market for fishery products there,

"Not properly equipped" was the reason most frequently given by re-
tailers for not stocking fresh fish. However, about 8ii percent of the stores
not selling fish handled fresh meat and consequently had refrigeration equip-
ment. If given proper encouragement and instruction by wholesalers, many' of
these stores might be induced to sell fresh fish and shellfish.

Of the stoics stocking fresh fish and shellfish, nearly all sold
salmon, most sold halibut. Crab and rockfishes were handled by ^ and 71 per-
cent of the retailers, respectively.

Most of the retail stores purchased their fresh fish on a delivered
basis from a local fish wholesaler. A large number received only one delivery
per week. This results in either poor quality fish during most of the week or
an inadequate over-the-week supply. Neither alternative is conducive to in-
creased fish sales.

Percent
60



Area I

Area III

Area n

FIGURE - 9.--Percent of all retail stores handling fresh fish,

by geographic areas. Pacific Coast States, 195?
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Self-service for fresh fish vas provided by about 69 percent of
the supermarkets in Washington, 28 percent in Oregon, and 19 percent in
California, The prepackaging for self-service was done primarily at the
retail level. E^qserienced retailers prepackaged fresh fish shortly before
it was sold in order to prevent wet and unattractive packages. Retailers
recognized that displays should be kept relatively small in order to con-
trol the freshness and quality of the product offered to the public; and
to encourage faster turnover.

Roughly 26 percent of the retailers had complaints about the
quality of delivered fresh iish. About I4I percent of the complaints was
that "fish are not fresh", Maiy other retailers reported the generally
poor quality of fish. In the opinion of retailers quality is, by far, the
most iitpjrtant factor affecting fish sales.

The chief problem in handling fresh fish was the lack of efficient
display cases. Most retailers used their meat cases for fresh fish. These
cabinets are not properly adapted for icing and consequently less than half
the retailers utilized icing for their fresh fish while the fish were on
display. Thus the quality of the fresh fish deteriorates rapidly and dis-
courages sales. As losses occur, retailers become discouraged about han-
dling the product.

Many retailers were of the opinion that fresh fish icing waa
desirable even in modern refrigerated cabinets. However, only a minority
of those interviewed actually cari*ied out the practice. Much work needs to

be done by \*holesalers in developing satisfactory display case utilization
and in teaching retailers how to handle fresh fish properly.

60

iiO

30

20

10

Cali-
fornia

Oregon Washing-
ton

FIGURE - 10.

—

Percent of all stores using ica in fresh fish

display cabinets. Pacific Coast States, 1955
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Frozen Packaged Fish and Shellfish

Frozen packaged fishery products vere handled by more than 90
percent of the stores, as compared with only 5U percent selling fresh fish*

In general, only the fresh &sh markets and small neighborhood groceries
did not sell frozen packaged fishery products.

About hi percent of the frozen packaged fishery products was

distributed to retailers by frozen food irtiolesalers • Salmon, halibut, sole,

rockfishes, and crab accounted for more than 60 percent of the frozen pack-

aged fishery products sold. Halibut and sole were the two most important

items.

Only 9 percent of the retailers had complaints about frozen pack-

aged fish. Most of the criticism was concerned with poor quality. Nearly
IjO percent of the adverse comnents mentioned off-flavor and off-color*

About lli percent of the retailers kept the tenperature of their

frozen food cabinets above O*^,, or above that recommended by the supplier.

One of four retailers did not know the temperature setting at which their

frozen food display cabinets were then operating, nor did they recognize

the significance of 0OF.,ar below temperature for frozen fishery products.

Nearly IjO percent of the retailers determined their selling prices
by marking np all fishery products a fixed percentage. The amount of marktp

was often the one suggested by the wholesale distributors, Pbrty-seven
percent of the retailers carried frozen packaged fish as a profit item, while

on]jr 21 percent carried fresh fish as a profit item,

More than IjO percent of the retailers said that frozen packaged
fish sales were increasing. Sixty-two percent of the supermarkets reported
increases In sales. Increased sales were attributed mainly to modern
display cases and to the availability of a greater variety of frozen fishery
products. Only 19 percent of the retailers reported increases in fresh
fish sales.

Smoked Fish

Smoked salmon was sold by 62 to 68 percent of the retailers In
Oregon and Washington, but by only 26 percent of the retailers In California,

Only 11 percent of the retailers in the three states stocked smoked sable-
fish. Almost 38 percent of the retailers complained that the smoked fish
received was not of uniform quality. Improved packaging was a suggestion
offered by retailers when queried as to how smoked fish sales could be
Increased,

lU



Quality not
uniform

Price too high

Wrap inadequate

Moisture content
not uniform

Package size
not uniform

Too moist

Other



WHOLESAI£ DISmiBUTTON

T^Tpa of Wholesalers and Products

Two general types of irtiolesalers were interviewed in this study,

namely fish wholesalers and frozen food wholesalers* The latter group is

cop^sed of frozen food con^anies, dairies, wholesale grocers, produce
companies, and ice conpanles* These firms distribute frozen packaged fisb>

ery products in conjunction with numerous other frozen food iteaa. Whole-
salers engaged primarily in the canned fish business were excluded.

Estimated total fish sales by Pacific Coast firms (mar^ of which
sell nationally) exceeded $169 BUlion in 1955* Fresh fish sales accounted
for about 39 percent of the total, and frozen packaged fish and shellfish
for about 28 percent* Smoked fish was only about 3 percent and frozen whole
fish equaled about 21 percent*

Twelve percent of the frozen packaged fishery products (by dollar
volime) sold by the West Coast fish wholesalers originated in areas other
than the Pacific Coast, A much larger percentage of the ftxjzen fishery
products sold by frozen food wholesalers came from other areas* It ranged
from 56 percent in Washington to 37 percent in California and 31 percent
in Oregon* Shrimp, scallops, and fishsticks were the most iiiQx>rtant

products purchased from other areas*

"Not available locally" accounted for more than one-half of the
reasons given for purchasing ft'om other regions* One-fifth of the reasons
given was that these products were cheaper, Ihe tendency to buy from areas
outside of the Pacific Coast was continuing and was expected to increase
in the future*

Between 36 and 38 percent of the liresh and frozen fish sold by
wholesalers went to retail stores* Twenty-one percent went to institu'U.ons

such as restaurants, hotels, hospitals, etc* About 39 percent of the fresh
and 29 percent of the frozen fish were sold to other idiolesalers*

Services Offered

Jfost wholesalers offered delivery service daily or twice weekly,
but not to all customers* f^esh fish deliveries were made along special
routes (up to $0 miles) in noninsulated trucks but with the fish iced*
Frozen packaged fish conmonly was delivered in insulated trucks with
mechanical refrigeration equipment* However, a substantial percentage of
the local deliveries of all fish was made from trucks without any refriger-
ation* This practice allows some thawing of the product t^ich is detri-
mental to quality—particularly when fish is refrozen prior to sale*

16



Cabinate for displaying ft-ozen fish generally were owned by the

retailer. Only 2 percent of the wholesalers reported that they furnished

display cabinets to retailers.

Nearly 60 percent of the wholesalers in the three states furnish^

ed ice for fresh fish displays at no extra direct charge. This practice

was found to be much more prevalent in Washington and Oregon than in Cali-

fornia.

Educational work by wholesalers to teach retailers how to handle

fish was conducted by 2? percent of the fresh fish idiolesalers and about

10 percent of the frozen food wholesalers.

About 70 percent of the fish wholesalers and 37 percent of the

frozen food wholesalers did some advertising. The amount spent on adver-

tising, however, was extremely small. It amounted to about 0»2 of one

percent of sales in California, Oregon, and Washington, Only about 22

percent of the i^olesalers planned to make even moderate increases in
advertising expenditures.

Facilities Used

More than one-half of the vriiolesalers owned or rented freezing

facilities in addition to regular frozen storage space* The freezing units
had an estimated average capacity of about 32,600 pounds per 2k hours* A
large percentage of the wholesalers reported some inadequacies in their
equipment during the peak of the season; however, sufficient supplementary
public facilities were available. ELghlgr-five percent of the 'rfiolesalera

operated frozen product storage facilities^ with an estimated average

capacity of more than 700,000 pounds* About kh percent of the iriiolesalers

in Washington and 10 percent in Oregon and California kept their frozen
product storage above the recommended temperature of O^F*

About 63 percent of the fish ^olesalers had ice-making equipment
with an average estimated capacity of 77,300 pounds per 2k hours* A large
part of the total, however, was controlled by a few firms*

Losses due to spoilage of fish and shellfish products were
reportedly very small among Pacific Coast ^diolesalers. Thirty-four percent
of the California wholesalers, about 30 percent in Oregon, and kS percent
in Washington reported no loss due to spoilage. The remaining wholesalers
had losses of 1 percent or less. Reported losses of frozen packaged prod-
ucts in the three States were even smaller.

Suggestions and Opinions Offered by Wholesalers

Most i^olesalers were of the opinion that new products could
best be introduced to retailers and institutions through salesmen. Retail
stores were reported to be generally receptive to new fishery products,
although in California the competition between products for frozen food
space inhibited the introduction of some new items.

17



Several important suggestions ware offered by wholesalers on how

quality might be improved. Proper care of fish on the boats (including

better icing aiKi proper stowing to eliminate bruises) was mentioned most

often. Another important suggestion was that boats should mske trips of

shorter duration in order to improve the quality of the landings

•

Better in-plant methods of determining the quality of frozen

fish by means of improved inspection methods and adherence to sanitary

codes were proposals often made by lAiolesalers . About 55 percent of the

fish iriiolesalers favored Federal grade standards for fresh fish; 7h percent

wanted grade standards for frozen packaged fish products*

Wholesalers, like retailers, were of the opinion that quality
is by far the most important factor affecting fLsh sales. Price of fish

and type of store display were the two otJier factors most frequently mei>-

tioned as having an in^ortant bearing on fish sales*

18



RECOMENDATICNS

Gonsumar Education

(1) Considerably n»ore advertising, promotional and educational

work should be done by the trade. This is particularly important in the

light of the tremendous influx of consumers from inland areas lAo are not
accustomed to eating fish. Specific attention should be focused on the

southern California market where per capita fish consumption is extremely

low* This market contains a large proportion of the popxilation in the three

West Coast States*

(2) Wholesalers should \mdertake educational programs to encourage

consumers to vise methods other than frying in preparing fish. One of the

important consumer coirplaints about fish is objectionable cooking odors*

Such odors occur mainly with fried fish, especially if the quality of the

fish has deteriorated*

Retailer, Wholesaler Education

(1) The attitude and knowledge of retailers about fish is the

key to successful merchandizing of the product, Organ^'.^ed educational
programs should be undertaken to teach retailers the proper methods of
handling ft-esh fish. In i)articular, the importance of icing fish on dis-

play should be stressed even >rtiere modern refrigeration cabinets are used*
The icing of fish is by far the most satisfactory method yet found for
keeping fresh fish from deteriorating rapidly, and at the same time pro-
viding an attractive retail display device*

(2) Retailers and wholesalers should be educated about proper
storage temperatures for frozen packaged fish and about the maximum storage
life for each species of frozen fish* A large proportion of the trade vsa
uninformed on these matters*

Service Ing)rovement

(1) Wholesalers should take the lead in developing a satis-
factory display case and procedure for fresh fishj that is, one in which
ice can be used properly* In terms of the demand for floor space, tech-
nical information on how a portion of the meat case might be remodeled
to permit adequate and attractive icing may have greater acceptance with
retailers ihan a separate fish case*

(2) More frequent delivery of fresh fish to retail stores
should be considered* The one day a week delivery, >diich the majority
of the stores now receive, resvilts in either poor quality fish part of
the week or fish not being available much of the time*

19



(3) Ttie practice of delivering frozen, packaged fish to

retailers in trucks with no refrigeration should be discouraged.

Currently it is a common method of handling fishery products.

Product Improvement

(1) Ihe development of Federal grade standards should be

encouraged for both fresh and frozen packaged fish,

(2) Wholesalers should encourage the development of more

satisfactory packaging material for prepackaged fresh fish. Many

additional stores, mainly supermarkets, would handle fresh fish if

this were to be done.

(3) Greater stress should be placed on fish quality. Better

in-plant methods for determining quality of fresh fish should be estab-

lishedj more rigid sanitary regulations should be enforced; and fisher-

men should be taught the importance of proper handling, including the

proper icing of fish.

20



Tables Nos. 1-77

on

Consumer Purchases and Preferences

Items in the tables showing a reported number less than
Lb and percentages based on a reported number less than lU do not
give reliable indications for the group to which they refer. They
are shown for reference purposes only and should not be used as

reliable indications for the group because of the small sample
response

.

Consumer households referred to in these tables are those
purchasing fresh, frozen packaged, or smoked fish or shellfish, ex-
cluding canned fishery products.
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CONSUMER PURCHASES AND PREFERENCES

Fresh, Frozen, Packaged, or Smoked Fish or Shellfish

TABIE - 1.—CONSUMER HOUSEHOLDS PURCHASIM3 FRESH, FROZEN PACKAGED,

OR SMOKED FISH OR SHELU'ISH, PACIFIC COAST STATES, 19^6



Fresh Fish or Shellfish

TABIE - 3.--CONSUMER HOUSEHOLDS PURCHASING FRESH FISH,
PACIFIC COAST STATES, 1956

State

Number of households

Total
studied

Bviying

fish

Biiying

fresh
fish

Households buying fresh
fish as percent of

Total
studied

Biose
buying
fish

California
Oregon
Washington

l,5Uii

183

337

1,131
128

25I4

817
117
232

52.9
63.9
68.8

72.2
9I.U
91.3

Three
states

2,061i 1,513 1,166 56.5 77.1

TABIE - U.—CONSUMER HOUSEHOLDS PURCHASING FRESH FISH,
BY GEOGRAPHIC AREAS, PACIFIC COAST STATES, 1956

Number of households

Area

I
II
III
17
V

All areas

Total
studied

80U
898
102
132
128

2,06Ii

Buying
fish

623

6U9
79
80
82

1,513

Buying
fresh
fish

558
U29
66

U3
70

1,166

Households biying fresh
fish as percent of

Total
studied

69.U
1;7.8

6U.7
32.6
5li.7

56.5

Those
buying
fish

89.6
66.1
83.5
53.8
85.U

77.1
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TABI£ - 5.—RELATIONSHIP OF CITT SIZE TO FRESH FISH PURCHASES,

PACIFIC COAST STATES, 1956

City



TABIE - 6,—RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE PROFESSION OF THE HEAD

OF THE HOUSEHOLD AND FRESH FISH PURCHASES,

PACIFIC COAST STATES, 1956



TABIE - 7.—RELATIONSHIP OF FAMIU INCOME TO FRESH FIBH
PURCHASES, PACIFIC COAST STATES, 1956



TABI£ - 9.—FRESH FISH PURCHASES, BY AREAS OF PRIOR RESIDENCE,

PACIFIC COAST STATES, 19^6

Area of



TABIE - lO.—PimCHASE OF FRESH FISH, BY YEARS OF RESIDENCE,

PACIFIC COAST STATES, 19^6

Years

in

State

Number of households
Households buying fresh

fish as percent of

Total
studied

Buying
fish

Buying
fresh
fish

Total
studied

Those
buying
fish

1 or less

2 to 5
6 to 10

11 or more

All groups

93

221;

260

1,U87

S9

158
201

1,095

3U

110

l51i

868

2,06ii 1,513 1,166

36.6

li9.1

59.2
58.1;

56.5

57.6

69.6
76.6

79.3

77.1

TABIE - 11.—PURCHASE OF FRESH FISH, BY RELIGIOUS GROUPS,

PACIFIC COAST STATES, 1956

Religious

preference

Number of households

Total
studied

Buying
fish

Households biying fresh
fish as percent of

Buying
fresh
fish

Total
studied

Those
bi^ying

fish

Protestant 1,370
Catholic I;85

Jewish 60
No preference 95
Other ^]x

All groups 2,061;

998
361;

52

59
ho

1,513

758
283
hh
1;3

38

1,166

58.1;

73.3
1;5.3

70.1;

56.5

76.0
77.7
81;.6

72.9
95.0

77.1
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TABIE - 12.—PURCHASE OF FHESH FISH, BY RACIAL GROUPS,

PACIFIC COAST STATES, 1956
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TABIE - 15. —KINDS OF FRESH FISH AND SHELLFISH PURCHASED,

BY GEOGRAPHIC AREAS, PACIFIC COAST STATES, 1956

Species

Households purchasing fresh fish

Number by areas



TABIE - 16.—CONSUMER HOUSEHOLD PURCHASES OF FISH AND SHELLFISH,

BY CITT SIZE, PACIFIC COAST STATES, 1956

City size



TABLE - 17.—REUTIONSHIP OF INCOME TO KIND OF FRESH FISH AND
SHELIFISH PURCHASED BY PACIFIC COAST CONSUMERS, 1956



TABIE - 19.--C0M5UMER KNOWIEDGE OF THE AVAILABILITY OF FRESH FISH
AND SHELLFISH PRODUCTS, PACIFIC COAST STATES, 1956

Species



TABIE - 21. —TYPE OF STORE WHERE FRESH FISH WERE PURCHASED,

BY GEOGRAPHIC AREAS, PACIFIC COAST STATES, 1956

Geographic



TABLE - 22.—TYPE OF STORE WHERE FRESH FISH WERE PURCHASED,

BY INCOME GROUPS, PACIFIC COAST STATES, 19^6

Income



TABIE - 23.—COMPLAINTS ABOUT THE HANDUNG OF FRESH FISH,
BY TYPE OF STORE, PACIFIC COAST STATES, 1956

Complaints about fresh fish



TABIE - 25.—TYPE OF PACKAGE PBEFERRED FOR FiffiSH FISH,
PACIFIC COAST STATES, 1956

Type of



TABIE - 27.—REASONS FOR NOT PURCHASING MORE FRESH FISH AND SHELLFISH
BY GEOGRAPHIC AREAS, PACIFIC COAST STATES, 1956



Frozen Packaged Fish and Shellfish

TABIE - 28.—HOUSEHOLDS PURCHASING FROZEN PACKAGED FISH,
PACIFIC COAST STATES, 1956

State



TABIE - 30.-



TABIE - 32.



TABIE - 3il.—PURCHASE OF FROZEN PACKAGED FISH, BY RELIGIOUS GROUPS,
PACIFIC COAST STATES, 1956

Religious

preference

Muiuber of households

Total Total

studied ^"^J^fish

Buying
frozen
packaged
fish

Households buying
frozen packaged fish

as percent of

Total
studied

Those
buying

fish

Protestant
Catholic
Jewish
No preference
Other

All grocqps

1,370
U85
60

95

2,06k

998
36it

52

ko

1,513

659
261
18

51
20

1,009

li8.1

53.8
30.0
53.7
37.0

ii8.9

66.0
71.7
31^.6

86.li

50.0

66.7

TABIE - 35. —REASONS FOR NOT PURCHASING FROZEN PACKAGED FISH,
PACIFIC COAST STATES, 1956

Number of answers Percent of answers
Reasons

Calif. Oreg, Wash. Total
Three

Calif. Oreg. Wash, states

No special reason 32
Prefer fresh fish 221;

No flavor 33
Not accustomed to
eating 2li

Catch own fresh
fish 8

Price too hi^h 12

Quality not
uniformly good 10

Other 37

li

15
8

2

2

5
8

21
63
8

10
6

li

18

57
302

k9

33

20
20

19
63

8.U
58.9
8.7

6.3

2.2

3.2

2.6

9.7

8.8
32.6
17. li

k.3
li.3

10.9

17.1i

15.3
U6.0
5.8

U.3 5.1

7.3
h.k

3.0
13.1

10.0
53.6
8.7

5.9

3.6
3.6

3.k
11.2

Total 380 U6 137 563 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Note: 50li households purchasing frozen packaged fish. Some households
gave more than one answer.
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TABIE - 36.—KINDS OF FROZEN PACKAGED FISH AND SHELLFISH PURCHASED,

PACIFIC COAST STATES, 1956



TABIE - 37. —KINDS OF FROZEN PACKAGED FISH AND SHELLFISH PURCHASED,

BT GEOGRAPHIC AREAS, PACIFIC COAST STATES, 19^6

Species
Households purchasing frozen packaged fish by area

IV
areas

Number purchasing each kind

Salmon



TABIE - 38.—KINDS OF FROZEN PACKAGED FISH AND SHELIfTSH PURCHASED
BY CITT SIZE, PACIFIC COAST STATES, 19?6



TABIE - 39. —KINDS OF FROZEN PACKAGED FISH AND SHELIFISH PURCHASED,

BY INCOME GROUPS, PACIFIC COAST STATES, 19^6

Households purchasing frozen packaged fish by income groups



TABIE - UO.—RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN KINDS OF FROZEN PACKAGED FISH

AND SHELLFISH PURCHASED AND lENGTH OF RESIDENCE,

PACIFIC COAST STATES, 1956



TABIE - lil.—PURCHASE OF FROZEN PACKAGED FISH AND SHELiraSH,

BY TYPE OF STORE, BY GEOGRAPHIC AREA,

PACIFIC COAST STATES, 1956

Type



TABIE - li2.—PURCHASE OF FROZEN PACKAGED FISH AND SHELIFISH,

BY TYPE OF STORE AND CITT SIZE, PACIFIC COAST STATES, 1956



TABIE - ii3.—PURCHASE OF FROZEN PACKAGED FISH AND SHELLFISH,
BY TYPE OF STORE AND INCOME GROUPS,

PACIFIC COAST STATES, 1956

Households purchasing by income groups



TABIE - Ui.~PURCHASE OF FROZEN PACKAC^ID FISH AND SHELLFISH,
BY TYPE OF STORE, PACIFIC COAST STATES, 19^

Type



TABIE - U6.—KNOWIEDGE OF THE AVAIIABIUTY OF SEIECTED KINDS
OF FROZEN PACKAGED FISH AND SHELIflSH,

PACIFIC COAST STATES, 1956



TABIE - ii?.—PREFERENCE FOR INDIVIDUAL SERVINGS OF

FROKEN PACKAGED FISH, PACIFIC COAST STATES, 19^

\



TABIE - li9.—PREFERENCE FOR SEPARATING INDIVIDUAL STEAKS OR FILIETS

IN FROZEN PACKAGED FISH, PACIFIC COAST STATES, 1956



Smoked Fish or Shellfish

TABIE - 51.—PURCHASES OF SMOKED FISH, PACIFIC COAST STATES, 1956



TABIE - ^3. —PURCHASE OF SMCSCED FISH, BY INCCM; GROUPS,

PACIFIC COAST STATES, 1956



TABIE - 55. —KINDS OF SMOKED FISH PURCHASED,
PACIFIC COAST STATES, 1956

Kinds of



TABIE - 56.—KINDS OF SMOKED FISH PDRCHaSED, BY GEOGRAPHIC AREAS,
PACIFIC COAST STATES, 1956

Kinds of
smoked
fish



TABIE - 58.—TYPE OF STORE WHERE SMOKED FISH WERE PURCHASED,

PACIFIC COAST STATES, 1956

lype of



TABIE - 59.—TYPE OF STORE WHERE SMOKED FISH WERE PURCHASED,

BY GEOGRAPHIC AREAS, PACIFIC COAST STATES, 1956

Type of



TABIE - 60.—TTPE OF STORE WHEHE SMOKED FISH WERE PURCHASED,

BT INCOME GROUPS, PACIFIC COAST STATES, 1956

Type of

store



TABI£ - 61.--CONSUMER KNOWLEDGE OF THE AVAILABILLTT OF SMOKED FISH,

PACIFIC COAST STATES, 19^6



TABLE - 63.—CONSUMER PREFERENCE FOR FRESH VS. FROZEN PACKAGED

FISH AND SHELLFISH, PACIFIC COAST STATES, 19^6

Percent of all purchasers



TABI£ - 61|.—METHODS OF PREPAfilNG SEIfiCTED KINDS OF FISH AND SHELLFISH,

PACIFIC COAST STATES, 19?6

Methods of



TABLE - 65.—PURCHASE OF PRECOOKED SEAKS AND FILIETS,

PACIFIC COAST STATES, 19?6

State



TABIE - 67. —PREFERENCE FOR EATING FISH MEALS AT HOME VS.
IN A RESTADRAM", BI INCC»ffi GROUPS,

PACIFIC COAST STATES, 19^6



TABI£ - 69. —HEASONS FOR PREfERRING TO EAT FISH MEAI£ IN RESTAURANTS

m INCOME GROUPS, PACIFIC COAST STATES, 1956

Percent of reasons given by income

Re asons
$2,000 $ii,000 $6,000 $8,000 $10,000

*S^n *° *° ^° *° ^^ f '^ ^^®^
^^,000 13^^99 ^^^9^9 ^j^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^Qj,g lused

Iton»t like to
prepare fish 33.3 31.9 22. l^ I9.6 18.9 10.3 25.0 21.7

Don»t lllce

smell in 16.7 lii.9 16.5 17.1| 10.8 17.2 25.0 3U.8
house

Like way
restaurant
prepares
fish

ll;.9 8.2 6.5 27.0 6.9 12.5 U.U

Like to try
imusual fish 8,3 8,5 21.2 10.9 29.8 lO.U - 13.0
dishes

Not all members
like fish - 10.6 9.U 8.7 13.5 lO.li 12,5 17.U

Don»t know how
to prepare 16.7 J+.3 9,h 8.7 - - 12.5

Other 25.0 lli.9 12.9 28.2 - kh,B 12, S 8,7

All
reasons 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Number of
respondents 12 U7 85 1+6 37 29 8 23

Note: Based on 259 households. Some gave more than one answer.
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TABIE - 70. —REASONS FOR PREFERRING TO EAT FISH MEALS IN A RESTAURANT,
ACCORDING TO YEARS OF SCHOOnNG COMPIETED,

PACIFIC COAST STATES, 1956

Percent of reasons by educational level

^'^°^ t^\ h-6 7-8 9-10 11-12 13-11; 15-16 ^,f
years

Don't like to

prepare fish
Don't like smell
in house

Like way restaurant
prepares
Like to try unusual
dishes

All members of
family don't like

Don't know how to

prepare
Other

All reasons

0.0



TABIE - 72.—TIMES PER MONTH THAT FISH WAS SERVED,
BY YEARS OF SCHOOLING COMPIETED BY HOUSEWIFE,

PACIFIC COAST STATES, 1956

Years of
schooling



TABIE - 73.—TIMES PER MONTH THAT FISH WAS SERVED, BY INCOIE GROUPS,
PACIFIC COAST STATES, 1956



TABIE - 75.—TIMES PER MONTH THAT FISH WAS SERVED,
BY lENGTH OF RESIDENCE, PACIFIC COAST STATES, 19§6

Time in



TABIE - 77. —TIMES PER MONTH THAT FISH WAS SERVED,
BY PLACE OF PRIOR RESIDENCE,
PACIFIC COAST STATES, 1956

Prior



7U



Tables Nos. 78 - 131

on

rtetail Distribution

Items in the tables showing a reported number less

than II4 and percentages based on a reported number less than
ill do not give reliable indications for the group to which they
refer. They are shown for reference purposes only and should
not be used as reliable indications for the group because of the

small sample response.

7^



RETAIL DISTRIBUTION

Fresh Fish and Shellfish

TABIE - 78. —STORES SELLING FRESH FISH, PACIFIG COAST STATES, 1955

Type of



TABIE - 80. —STORES INTERVIEWED NOT SELLING FRESH FISH
THAT SOLD FRESH MEAT, PACIFIC COAST STATES, 1955

Type of

store
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TABLE - 85.--SAIES VALUE OF SELECTED KINDS OF FRESH FISHERY PRODUCTS,

BY TYPE OF STORE, PACIFIC COAST STATES, 1955

Type of



TABIE - 86. —AVERAGE SALES VALUE OF SELECTED KINDS
OF FRESH FIBHERT PRODUCTS, BY TYlE OF STORE,

PACIFIC COAST STATES, 1955

lype of



TABLE - 87.—PERCENT OF STOffiS RECEIVING DELIVERIES OF FRESH FISH,
PACIFIC COAST STATES, 19^5

lype of Percent receiving delivery

store



TABIE - 89.—PERCENT OF STORES HAVING SEI^-SERVICE MEAT COUNTERS,
PACIFIC COAST STATES, 1955

Type of



TABLE - 91.—RETAIL STORES PROCESSING OR PACKAGING FRESH FISH,
PACIFIC COAST STATES, 1955

Tyve of
store

Percent processing or packaging

California Oregon Washington Three states

Fish market

Ifeat market

Supermarket

Grocery store

Neighborhood grocery

Other

All stores

lii.9

5.2

iiO.6

15.7

93.8



TABIE - 93.—PROBLEMS IN HANDLING FRESH FISH, BY lYPE OF STORE,

PACIFIC COAST STATES, 1955 1/

TvDe of



TABLE - 95.—REASONS FOR NOT ICING FRESH FISH IN DISPLAY CABINETS,

PACIFIC COAST STATES, 1955



TABIE - 96. —METHODS FOR DETERMINING THE SELIJNG PRICE OF FRESH FISH,

PACIFIC COAST STATES, 19^5



TABIE - 97. —CHANGES IN VOLUME OF FRESH FISH SAXES,
PACIFIC COAST STATES, 1955

Tlype



Type

of

store

TABIE - 99.—REASONS FOR DECREASES IN FRESH FISH SALES,

PACIFIC COAST STATES, 195?

Reasons for decreases

Competition
fix)m new
stores

Fish



TABIE - 100. —MOTIVE FOR HANDLING FRESH FISH IN RETAIL STORES,

PACIFIC COAST STATES, 15>55

State and



Smoked Fish or Shellfish

TABIE - 101.—STORES SELLING SMOKED SAIMON, BY TIPE OF STORE,

PACIFIC COAST STATES, 1955

State and type
of store

Stores selling smoked salmon

Number Percent

California
Fish market
Meat market
Sxiperraarket

Grocery store
Nei^borhood grocery

All stores

7

20

63
29

100.0
28.6
111.

7

17.8
18.2

163 25.6

Oregon
Fish market
Meat market
Supermarket
Grocery store
Neighborhood grocery
General store

All stores

U
30
2li

h
k

66

100.0
93.8
1|8.0

25.0
25.0

62.3

Washington
Fish market
Ifeat market
Supermarket
Grocery store
Neighborhood grocery

All stores

All stores, three states

5
20
16

S^
13

109

338

100.0
100.0
100.0
83.3
2ii.l

67.7

37.U

92



TABIE - 102, —STORES SELLING SMOKED SABIEFISH, BY TIPE OF STORE,

PACIFIC COAST STATES, 1955

State and type

of store

Stores selling smoked sablefish

Nuinber Percent

California
Fish market
Meat market
Supermarket
Grocery Store
Neighborhood grocery

All stores

Oregon
Fish market
Meat market
Supermarket
Grocery store
Neighborhood grocery

All stores

Washington
Fish market
Meat market
Supermarket
Grocery store
Neighborhood grocery

All stores

7

h
32
2

8

53

5
3
k

12

5
h
13
12

3h

100.0

5.7
21.2

1.2

3,3

8.3

15.6
6.0
25.0

11.3

100.0
20.0
81.3
18.2

21ol

All



TABLE - lOli. --PERCENT OF COMPLAINTS ABOUT SMOKED FISH,
BT TIPE OF STORE, PACIFIC COAST STATES, 1955

State and Price Wrap Quality Moisture
P^^^^®

Too high
type of too not not not '"^^^ moisture Other
store high adequate uniform uniform ?° content^ ^ urn form

California

Fish market - - - - - - -

Meat market - - 50.0 - - 25.0 25.0
Supermarket 20.0 - 60,0 - - - 20.0
Grocery store - - - - - • -

Neighborhood
grocery 50«0 z I 50.0 z 1-

All stores 8.3 12.5 Ul.T - 12.5 8.3 16.7

Oregon

Fish market - - - - - - -

Meat market 100.0 - - - - - _

Supermarket 28,6 32.1 17.3 3.6 - 3,6 1^.3
Grocery store - - - - - - -

Neighborhood
grocery - - — - » » -

All stores 37.5 28.2 l5.6 %1 - 3.I 12.5

Washington

Fish market - - 50.0 50.0 - - -

Meat market - - 50.0 - 50.0
Supermarket 28.6 7.1 35.7 7.1 - - 21.5
Grocery store - - 60. _ - - liO.O

Neighborhood
grocery -

z 100.0 - - -

All stores 9.5 2.U 52.U lli.3 9j^5 11.9

Three state
average I8.U 13.3 37.7 7.1 7.1 3.1 13.3

9li



Packaged Frozen Fish and Shellfish

TABIE - 105.—INTERVIEWED STORES SELLING FROZEN PACKAGED

FISH AND SHELLFISH, BY TYPE OF STORE,

PACIFIC COAST STATES, 1955

State and type
of store

Stores handling

Number Percent

California
Fish market
Meat market
Supermarket
Grocery store
Neighborhood grocery
General store

All stores

hh
151
163
226

h

62,9
100.0
100.0

93,k
100.0

588 92.3

Oregon
Fish market
^feat market
Supermarket
Grocery store
Neighborhood grocery
General store

All stores

h
32

hi
12

h

100.0
100.0
9ii.0

75.0
100.0

99 93.

U

Washington
Fish market
Meat market
Supermarket
Grocery store
Neighborhood grocery
General store

All stores

Three states, all stores

5
12

16

62

hh

139

826

100.0
60.0
100.0

93.9
81.5

86.3

91.U

95
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TABLE - 109,—6ALES VALUE OF SELECTED FROZEN PACKAGED
FISH, BT TIPE OF STORE, PACIFIC COAST STATES, 1955

Type of store
Salaion

Sales value
Halibuty Sole

Fish market
Meat market $19,285
Supermarket 56,li4l

Grocery store 17,968
Neighborhood grocery 5,909
General store 17U

All stores $99,h77

$26,775
138,991
39,591
19,556

1U3

$225,056

$U8,566
122,031
U6,121
25,693

k3

$2li2,U51i

Sales value - continued
'jtr^ "* w-^-w



TABLE - nO.—iffiLATIVE IMPORTANCE OF DOLLAR SALES
OF SEI^JCTED FROZEN PACKAGH) FISH,

BI TYPE OF STORE, PACIFIC COAST STATES, 1955

Type of store



TABLE - 111,—RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF SELECTED
SOURCES OF SUPPLY FOR FROZEN PACKAGED FISH
SOLD AT RETAIL, PACIFIC COAST STATES, 19^5

e*sf¥a anA -



TABLE - 112.—SOURCE OF SUPPLT FOR FROZEM PACKAGED FISH
SOLD AT RETAIL, PACIFIC COAST STATES, 1955



TABLE - 113.--CQMPUINTS BY RETAILERS ABOUT FROZEN
PACKAGED FISH, PACIFIC COAST STATES, 1955

Type of
store



TABLE - 115.--TEMPEBATURE OF FROZEN FOOD DISPLAY
CABINSTS, BT TYPE OF STORE, PACIFIC COAST STATES, 1955

Temp, in



TABLE - 116.—STORES HAVING FROZEN FOOD STORAGE SPACE,
BI TYPE OF STORE, PACIFIC COAST STATES, 1955



TABIE - 118.—METHODS USED IN DETERMINING THE SELLING
PRICE OF FROZEN PACKAGED FISH,

BI TYPE OF STORE, PACIFIC COAST STATES, 1955



TABLE - 120,—CHANGES IN SALES OF FROZEN PACKAGED FISH,
BY TYPE OF STORE, PACIFIC COAST STATES, 195U AND1955

State and



TABIE - 121. —REASONS FOR INCREASE OF FROZEN PACKAGED
FISH SAIES BY TTPE OF STORE, PACIFIC COAST STATES, 1955

Reasons
Super-
market

Grocery
store

Neighborhood
grocery-

Total

Number of reasons

Modern display cabinets



TABLE - 123.—RETAILERS' OPINIONS ON SIZE OF PACKAGE



Retailer Promotion of Fresh, Frozen,

Packaged, and Smoked Fish

TABLE - 12ii. --PROMOTION OF FISH, BI TYPE OF STORE,
PACIFIC COAST STATES, 19$$

State and type



TABLE - 125.--«IND OF FISHERI PRODUCT PROMOTED,
BY TTPE OF STORE, PACIFIC COAST STATES, 1955

Kind of



TABLE - 126,—MEDIA USED BY RETAIL STORES TO PHDMOTE FISH,
PACIFIC COAST STATES, 1955

Media



TABLE - 127.—RETAILERS' OPINIONS ON EFFECTIVENESS
OF SELECTED ADVERTISING MEDIA,
PACIFIC COAST STATES, 1955

Type of



Retailer Suggestions and Opinions

TABIE - 128.-



TABIE - 130. —RELATIVE IHPORTANCE OF SAIES OF FRESH,
FROZEN PACKAGED, AND SMOKED FISH, BT TYPE OF RETAIIER,

PACIFIC COAST STATES, 19^5

State and type



TABLE - 131.—RATIO OF FISH SALES TO TOTAL STORE SALES,
PACIFIC COAST STATES, 1955

State and
type of
retailer

Total
gross
sales

Total



Tables Nos. 132 - 166

on

V/holesale Distribution

Items in the tables showing a reported number less
than ih and percentages based on a reported number less than
Ih do not give reliable indications for the group to which they
refer. They are shown for reference purposes only and should
not be used as reliable indications for the group because of
the small sample response.
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WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTION

Sales

TABLE - 132.—ESTIMATED SALES OF FRESH, FROZEN,

SMOKED AND CANNED FISH AND SHELLFISH,
PACIFIC COAST STATES, 1955

State
N\jmber of

vdiolesalers

Estimated sales of fish and shellfish

Fresh
Frozen
whole

Frozen
packaged

California
Washington
Oregon

16U
76
67

$UU,332,30O
12,571,300
8,563,700

$20,222,100
13,568,300
1,775,100

$32,U89,200
12,286,700
1,89U,100

Total



TABLE - 133.—ESTIMATED SALiiS OF SELECTED FORMS OF FISH,

BY TYPES OF WHOLESALERS, PACIFIC COA.ST STATES, 1955

Form of
fish sold



Source of Fresh, Frozen Packaged, or Smoked Fish or Shellfish

(other than Pacific Coast States)

TABLE - 135. —KINDS OF FROZEN FISHERY PRODUCTS PURCHASED
FROM AREAS OTHER THAN THE PACIFIC COAST,

PACIFIC COAST WHOLESALERS, 1955

Products



TABLE - 136,—SOURCE OF FROZEN FISHEEff PRODUCTS PURCIiASED IN

AREAS OTHER THAN THE PACIFIC COAST,
PACIFIC COAST \fflOLESALERS, 1955

Area of
production

Shrimp Scallops
Fish-

sticks
Lobster

Sword-
fish

Clams Other

East Coast
Japan
Mexico
Gulf Coast
Northeim Europe
Other

6

97
32

All areas 137

Number of >riiolesalers



TABLE - 138.--CHANGE IN PURCHASES OF FROZEN FISH PRODUCTS
PRODUCBD IN AREAS OTHER THAN THE PACIFIC COAST,

PACIFIC COAST WHOLESALERS, 1955

Trends in



Facilities Used

TABLE - 139 .--CAPACITY OF SHARP FREEZING EQUIPMENT
OWNED OR RENTH) BY PACIFIC COAST FISH WHOLESALERS, 1955

State

Number

Fish wholesalei^ with
sharp freezing equipment

!Percent of fish
wholesalers interviewed

Capacity in
pounds per day

California 53
Oregon 19
Washington 20

Three states 92

5ii

68

U2

53

732,911
ii97,680

1,766,188

2,996,779

TABLE - lUO,—ADEQUACY OF OWNED AND RENTED SHARP FREEZING
FACILITIES OF PACIFIC COAST FISH WHOLESALERS, 1955



TABLE - li|l.~CAPACITY OF FROZEN FOOD STORAGE FACILITIES

OPERATED BY 11*6 FISH WHOLESALERS V, PACIFIC COAST STATES, 1955

State Fish idiolesalers with frozen storage space

Number Percent Pounds capacity 2/

California
Oregon
Washington

Total

88

27

31

92
100
65

lU,li02,538

20,6U7,78U
57,11*2,926

U46 85 92,193,21*8

1/ Data from frozen food wholesalers was too incomplete to report.

2/ Based upon 87 firms in California, 27 in Oregon, and I6 in Washington.

Excludes 16 firms unable to estimate capacity.

TABLE - 11*2,—ADEQUACY OF AVAILABLE PUBLIC FROZEN PRODUCT
STORAGE FACILrriES, PACIFIC COAST STATES, 1955

Adequacy
of public



TABIE - 11^3.—STORACffi ROM TEMPERATURES FOR FROZEN FISH PRODUCTS,
PACIFIC COAST STATES, 1955

Storage



TABIE - lli5.~WH0IESAIERSt OPINION ON STORAGE LIFE OF SEIECTED
FROZEN PACKAGED FISH, PACIFIC COAST STATES, 1955



TABIE - lU6.—REPORTED SPOILAGE LOSS ON FRESH AND FROZEN
PACKAGED FISH, PACIFIC COAST STATES, 1955

State and

percent



TABIE - 111?.--CAUSES OF SPOILAGE LOSSES IN HANDLIMl FRESH FISH,
PACIFIC COAST WHOIESAIERS, 1955

Causes of



TABIE - lii9.—EELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF SELECTED SALES OTJTIETS

FOR FRESH AND FROZEN FISH, PACIFIC COAST STATES, 1955

Sales outlets



Services Offered

TABIE - 150.--IVHOIESAIERS OFFERING DEUVEHT SEHVICE ON PRODUCTS
SOLD TO OTHER WHOLESALERS, PACIFIC COAST STATES, 1955

Delivery-



TABIE - 152.—RADIUS OF WHOIESAIE DELIVERI ROUTES FOR FISHEHT PRODUCTS,
PACIFIC COAST STATES, 195?

Distance



TABIE - 153.—FREQUENCY OF DELTVERT OF FISHERT PRODUCTS BY
PACIFIC COAST WHOIESAIERS OFFERING IE LIVERY SERVICE, 1955

Frequency



TABIE - 155.—TYPE OF REFRIGERATION USED DURING EEUVERT
OF FROZEN PACKAGED FISH, PACIFIC COAST WHOLESALERS, 1955

lype of refrigeration



TABIE - 157. —FISH WHOIESAIERS FURNISHING ICE
TO RETAIEERS WITHOUT CHARGE,
PACIFIC COAST STATES, 1955

Answer



TABLE - 159.—PACIFIC COAST WHODiSAIERS ADVERTISING FISH IN 1955



TABIE - 161.—ADVERTISING BUDGET PUNS OF PACIFIC COAST
WHOIESAIERS FOR 1956 COMPARED WITH 1955

Advertising



Wholesaler Suggestions

TABIE - 163.—WHOIESAIER PREFERENCE FOR FEDERAL GRADES AND STANDARDS
FOR FISHERT PRODUCTS, PACIFIC COAST STATES, 1955

Number Percent
rrexex-eiiue



TABIE - 165. —FACTORS HAVING GHEATEST INFLUENCE ON RETAIL SAI£S
OF FISH IN PACIFIC COAST STATES, 1955

Factors



Appendix A

General procedure and sample design

for selecting consuner, retailer, and

wholesaler units included in ihe survey
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PROCEDURE AND SAMPLE DESIGN

General Procedure

After initial orientation, personnel assigned to this study visited
numerous fish wholesalers in Oregon, VJashington, and California for the

purpose of getting background information and to inform the wholesalers
about the study. Later, formal meetings were held with official indus-

try groups in Seattle, Portland, and San Francisco. At the suggestion
of the College, each of these groups set up an advisory committee to
work with the College and to encourage industry support for the study.

Oregon State College personnel met with the members of the advisory
committees, as well as other wholesalers suggested by coiranittee members,

to learn more specifically of the problems confronting the industry and

to get suggestions on questions the industry desired ansvjered.

Following the meeting irith the industry groups, preliminary ques-

tionnaires were developed (consumer, retail, and wholesale). These
questionnaires were then checked with members of the industry advisory
committees for corrections and suggestions. The questionnaires were
then sent to the Fish and Wildlife Service and the Bureau of the Budget
for approval. Permission to pretest was granted and the questionnaires
were pretested, revised, and returned to the Bureau of the Budget (via
the Fish and Wildlife Service) for final approval. Pinal approval for
conducting the field surveys was granted and the field xrork started
about February 1, 1956. The field work was completed about August 1,

1556.

Sample Design

Household survey

The primary sampling units and blocks for the househo3.d survey 'i^.ve

selected by the Market Research Corporation of America ac< follows:

1, The tliree West Coast states ( Washington j Oregon, and Cali-

fornia) were stratified by city size and geographic area. The trxree

city sizes \-jere rural (\ander 2,500), urban (2, 500-50,000) and Standard
Metropolitan Area (SIIA) which included all the area in the counties
designated by the Bui'eau of the Census. The sample areas are shoxm in
appendix table 1.
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2. Using the above stratification and 1950 census statistics and
supplementary information as indicated belot^, a sample of 668 blocks was
selected with known probabilities using multi-stage sampling procedures.
The primary sampling units (p.s.u.'s) were selected mthin each stratum
with probabilities proportionate to size (p.p.s.)- These p.s.u.-s con-
sisted of whole SMA'Sj individual cities or towns in the urban city size,
and rural portions of non-SM counties. Sampling xdthin each selected
p.s.u. was as described in the following paragraphs.

3» In all p.s.u.'s, a nrLnimTjn of foxir blocks was selected in each
selected city, town, or minor civil division (m.c.d.). Measures of
block size were provided by Market Research Corporation of America (MRCA)
for each selected block. By vising the intra-block sampling fractions, a
three-state sanqile of households was selected with equal probabilities,
and hence a self-weighting sample of households vas obtained.

U. In the block-city portion of the SJiA's, block cities were
selected ^dth probabilities proportionate to size. A listing of these
selected block cities, together x^ith their measures of size, was pro-
vided by Market Research Corporation. iVithin each selected block city,
blocks were selected with probabilities proportionate to size, using
systematic sampling x-iith a random start. A miniinum block size of ten
census households was established, combining small blocks (including
zero blocks) vrith adjacent larger ones in an unbiased manner. A listing
of selected blocks by tract and block number, together xdth their
respective measures of size, and one copy of a reproduction of the
census block map with the selected blocks indicated thereon were pro-
vided by Market Research Corporation.

5. In the non-block area portion of the SMA's, minor civil divi-
sions (m.c.d. 's) were selected vjith p.p.s. A list of selected m.c.d. 's

was provided together with measures of size. Within each selected m.c.d.,
four blocks (or small areas) were selected with p.p.s. where co\int units
were available on county maps and with equal probabilities where they
were not. One copy of a map or map reproduction was provided by Market
Research Corporation for each selected m.c.d. on which the selected
blocks were indicated.

6. In the urban city size, cities or tovms were selected x^ath

p.p.s., and a listing of selected cities or towns was provided together
idth their measures of size. Within each selected cit2' or toTrm, four
blocks were selected vjith equal probabilities. A nap or map roprodnc-
tion Tjas provided for each selected town or city on which the selected
blocks were indicated.

7. In the rural city size, within each selected county, a m.c.d.
was selected with p.p.s. and with replacement for each group of four
blocks, A listing of selected m.c.d. 's together with their measures of
size, xi/as provided. Within each selected m.c.d., four blocks or small
areas were selected with p.p.s. where count units were available on
county maps and tdth equal probabilities where they were not. A map of
selected m.c.d. «s was provided on t'jhich was indicated the selected
blocks or areas.



8. The sample allocation was approximately as outlined in appendix
table 2.

9. The households vjithin the blocks x^ere selected as follows:

a. From the measures of block size provided by ERCA under
3 above, a sampling rate was calculated so as to give an
expected total number of households of 2,001 or an average
number of three households per block.

b. A cruise by car T^ras made in each block to count the
number of households. This number was multiplied by the
sampling rate to give a calculated number of households to
sample. If the calculated number of households in a block
was six or less, this was the sample number.

c. If the calculated number was greater than six, only six
households were sampled. The total number of households in
a block was divided by the sample nwaber to give a sampling
interval for the block. Numbering the households along a
pre-designated route, a random start plus the sampling
interval vras used to select the sample households.

d. To give a self-weighting sample, the sample households
were duplicated sufficiently to arrive at the calculated
number of households for each block. liJhere only a portion
of the sample households needed to be duplicated, thase were
selected randomly.

A total of 1,883 interviews was completed. Unsuccessful attempts
were made to contact 129 additional not-at-home households. As the
sample was drawn proportionate to population, a high percent of the
interviews was taken in the coastal areas where the population of these
states is concentrated.

In duplicating selected records to^ive a self-weighting sample
(as described in 9d above), 221 additional questionnaires were added to
the study, for a total of 2,06U. Throughout the study, reference to the
number of households includes the duplicated questionnaires. Of the
2,06U households included in the analysis, l,^hh were from California,
337 were from Washington, and 183 from Oregon,

The field survey work in Oregon and in the rural and nonblock areas
of VJashington and California was completed by Oregon State Coj2ege
personnel. In Seattle, San Francisco, and Los Ange3.es professional
interviewers viere hired to do a substantial part of the field work,
under the supervision of a staff member from Oregon State College.

I
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Appendix Table 1 (cont'd)

State



Appendix Table 2. Sample allocation



Retail survey

The sample design for the retail survey vias worked out in coopera-

tion with the Bureau of Old Age and Survivors Insurance of the United
States Department of Health, Education, and Welfare as follows:

1. The BOASI supplied Oregon State College with a list of all

retail stores in industry groups 51|1 (grocery stores) and 5U2 (meat and
fish markets) for California, Oregon, and V'ashington. The listing
included a stratification by county, industry groups, and nimber of

employees. The employee sizes were the same as those used in County
Business Patterns (United States Department of Commerce), and were the

number of employees for which social security funds were collected in
the first quarter of 1953.

2. Upon receiving this listing, Oregon State College selected the
counties to be sampled (the same counties as used in the consumer sur-
vey), determined the sampling rates, and drew a systematic interval
sample, using a random start in each stratum. A total of UUO stores
were selected to give an allovjance for stores not handling fish.

3. The sampling rate for each size classification was increased
with increasing size of store. A sampling rate of 1.7 percent was used
for stores with less than four employees. For stores with 1; to 19
employees the sampling rate was 2.2 percent, and for stores with 20 or
more employees, was 7.1 percent. Within each size- classification the
sample rate was constant across all strata.

U. As part of the UUO selected stores did not handle fish, the
sample number was adjusted to yield the desired number of stores for all
strata by using a uniformly lower sampling rate.

5. After the stores to be sampled vjere selected, they were sent to
the Bureau of Old Age and Survivors Insurance which in turn supplied
Oregon State College id-th a list of names and addresses for the sample
stores.

A total of 260 retail stores was surveyed in the study. As differ-
ent sampling rates wei'e used for different sized stores, the field
records were duplicated at varying rates to give a self-weighting sample.
Thus in the analysis a total of 90U stores were used.

The retail questionnaires xrere taken ty employees of Oregon State
College, except for the medium and small stores in the Los Angeles
metropolitan area. Mrs. Hazel Dugdale and Associates of Inglewood,
California, were hired to complete part of the retail survey in that
area. This saiae firm also worked on the consumer phase of the study.

Wholesale survey

The wholesalers selling fish to retailers and institutional outlets
in the three Pacific Coast states fell into txro general groups: (a)
wholesalers handling fresh, frozen and frozen packaged fish exclusively;
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and (b) ijholesalers handling frozen packaged fish along with other kinds
of frozen food, Such wholesalers included frozen food companies,
dairies, ice companies, and wholesale groceries.

As complete lists as possible were assembled for each of the two
classes of wholesalers. In assembling these lists, contact was made
mth the United States Fish and Wildlife field offices in Seattle and
San Pedro, the State Fish Commissions in Washington and Oregon, the
trade associations in Seattle, Portland, and northern California, lead-
ing fish and frozen food brokers, and numerous individual wholesalers in
the three states.

Information on the size of business as measured by the average num-
ber of emp].oyees was obtained for the fish wholesalers, but such informa-
tion was not readily available on the frozen food wholesalers.

It was estimated after contacting numerous members of the trade,
that about 30 percent of the total fish sales to retail stores and insti-
tutions on the West Coast was handled by frozen food wholesalers. On
the basis of this estimate it was decided that about two-thirds of the
wholesalers to be interviewed should be fish wholesalers and the other
one-third frozen food wholesalers.

A imiform sampling rate of 18 percent xiras used across all states,
areas, and size groups for the frozen food wholesalers.

For the fish wholesalers the sampling rate varied by size groups,
but was kept uniform across states and areas. A sampling rate of 2U
percent was used for vrholesalers with less than 10 employees. For
wholesalers with 10 to 39 employees the sampling rate was 76 percent,
and for wholesalers with kO or more employees, 100 percent.

All of the wholesaler interviews were conducted by Oregon State
College staff members. A total of 97 intervieirs was completed. To give

a self-weighting sample, for purposes of analysis, the completed ques-
tionnaires were duplicated at appropriate rates, to represent 100
percent of the wholesalers in the Pacific Coast states. A total of 307
wholesaler records was used in the analysis. One hundred and sixty-five
of these vrere from California, 6I4. were from Oregon and 78 were from
Washington

.

Since all of the wholesaler interviews were taken by Oregon State

College personnel under proper supervision, no written instructions to

interviewers were issued and none are shown following.
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Appendix B

Instructions for interviewers

and specimen survey questionnaires

INSTRUCTIONS FOR INTERVIEWER

FOR

CONSWER SURVEY

I. Purpose ;

The purpose of this survey of consumers is:

1. to obtain information about consumer preferences and
frequency of purchase for Pacific Coast species of
fish and shellfish,

2. to obtain opinions as to quality, type of packages
preferred, availability, and

3. to locate consumer dissatisfactions with fish and
shellfish products. It is hoped the findings of this
study will enable the fisheries industry to supply
the consumer with a better product. In order to get
a representative picture of the consumer market^, a

total of 2,000 households in Oregon, T/ashington, and
California will be interviewed,

II. Background tlaterial for Jhtervievrers

Some background material Tirill be necessary for you to be able to
answer consumer questions and interpret their ansv/ers. The
following information will be helpful to you.

A. Ivlarket terms to know.

1. General
Fresh fish and shellfish - fish or shellfish bought
in the fresh form is any whole, steaked, filleted or
packaged fish or shellfish that is not frozen, cured,
or canned.

Frozen fish and shellfish - fish and shellfish that
are bought frozen, usually in packaged form by
consumers.

Cured fish - any form of smoked, kippered, salted,
or pickled fish. The more important kinds sold are
salmon, sablefish, herring, and cod.

2. I(ferket forms of fresh fish.
Whole or round - those fish marketed just as they
cone from the water.

Drawn - those fish marketed with only their entrails
removed

.
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Dressed - those fish marketed with their entrails
removed, and with head, tail, and fins cut off.

Steak s - steaks are cross section slices of the
larger sizes of dress'ed fish. The slices usually
are about 3A of an inch thick. Salmon and halibut
steaks are the most common ones sold.

Fillets - fillets are pieces of flesh removed from
the side of the fish. This piece of flesh contains
most of the meat on the side of a fish from the head
to the tail. Sole, cod, rockfish, perch, and flounder
are ordinarily marketed in this form. Sometimes
salmon and halibut are sold in this form.

Butterfly fillets - butterfly fillets are the two
sides of the fish corresponding to two single fillets,
but held together by the uncut flesh and skin of the

belly.

Fish sticks - fish sticks are pieces of fish cut
lengthwise or crosswise from fillets into portions
of uniform width and length. These portions or
sticks are usually about 1 inch wide and 3 inches
long. Fish sticks are sold in frosen packaged form
and are breaded and precooked.

3. Farket forms of shellfish.
VJhole or in shell - fresh shellfish bought in the

shell should be alive. Crabs, lobsters, clams, and
oysters may be bought this way. Crabs and lobsters
may be bought cooked in the shell.

Shucked - shucking is the process of removing the
shellfish meat from the shell. The meat is sold
free from the shell.

Cooked meat - the edible portion of crab, lobster,
and shrimp which is picked from the cooked shellfish.

4. Other terms.
Pre-cooked - fish or yhellfish that has been cooked
before purchase.

Breaded - fish and shellfish which have been dipped
in a batter consisting of flour, milk, eggs, bread
crumbs, corn meal, etc. V.Tien cooked, breaded fish
has a crisp brown crust.

Species of fish and shellfish.
Following is a list of fish and shellfish that you ma^r

find consumers mentioning. Become familiar enough ivith the
lists so you will be able to distinguish between fish and
shellfish.
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Fish Shellfish
Salmon Crab
Halibut Shrimp
Sole Lobster
Rockfishes Oysters
Tixna Clams
Cod Scallops
Perch Abalone
Flounder
Mackerel
Barracuda
Sea Bass
Herring
Swordfish

tJany species of fish have several common names. This
may prove somewhat confusing to you when intervieYfing. The
names listed above are the ones most commonly used.

In the case of rockfish, there are about 50 different
species on the Pacific Coast. You may find the respondents
mentioning the following names which should be considered
as rockfish.

Rock Cod
Red Cod
Snapper or Red Snapper - (one of the most common)
Striped Bass - (this is a different species than Sea

Bass)

In California you may hear consumers refer to a fish
called California tfalibut. This fish is not a true halibut,
but should be classified as such in this study,

C. Food value of fishery products.
Fishery products are excellent sources of highly

digestible protein. In addition many contain fat, minerals,
and vitamins. Fish and shellfish can be included in the

diet with full confidence that they supply high quality
food. Practically all fish contain the same nutritional
properties. Fish are comparable to beef in total food
value per pound.

III. fethod of Collection

The data will be collected by personal interview. You
will be furnished with a map or diagram of the district where
you will work. Some of the districts cover only one city block
and are usually regular in shape, other districts cover several
city blocks and seme of them may be irregular in shape. The
rural districts frequently include rather extensive areas.

After locating the district assigned to ycu, follow the
steps in the sample procedure given below for determining the
households to be interviewed.
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A household, as defined by the Bureau of the Census, includes
all the persons who occupy a house , an apartment or other group of
rooms, or a room , that constitutes a dv/elling unit. In general, a

group of rooms occupied as separate living quarters is a dwelling
unit if it has separate cooking equipment or a separate entrance;
a single room occupied as separate living quarters is a dwelling
unit if it has separate cooking equipment or if it constitutes the
only living quarters in the structure . A household includes the

related family members £.nd also the unrelated persons, if any,

such as lodgers, foster children, wards, or employees who share
the dwelling unit. A person living alone in a dwelling unit or a
group of unrelated persons sharing the same dwelling unit as
partners is also counted as a household.

A. Sampling Procedure

The following procedure should be used in selecting the house-
holds to be interviewed

:

1. Count the total number of households in the district by
driving or walking through the area. You may start at
any point; however, it is imperative that you count all
households, including all standard households, all apart-
ments, single and multiple room dwellings, and all small
dwellings which may be set back from the street, face an
alley, or which may be located behind other houses.

2. Decide upon the starting place and the exact route which
you T;ill follow in selecting the households to be inter-
viewed. The predetermined route must also be decided upon
in any apartment houses located in the district. The
starting point or the route to be followed is not impor-
tant as long as it is determined before selecting the
first household.

3. Divide the number of households counted (in niomber 1,
above) by the sampling rate given to you by your super-
visor. The sampling rate may not be the same for every
district. This will give you the approximate number of
households to be interviewed providing your answer is 6
or less. If your answer is 6 or less, follow the instuc-
ticns in paragraph (a) belov7. If your answer is more
than 6, follow instructions in paragraph (b) below.

(a) Select the number of the first household to be
intervievred along the predetermined route by using
the random numbers given to you by your supervisor.
The second household will be determined by adding
the sampling rate to the number of the first house-
hold. The third household mil be determined by
adding the sampling rate to the number of the second
household. This procedure is follov;ed until you
reach the end of your predetermined route at which
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time you should have interviewed or contacted for
interview, the number of households called for in

your answer in 3, above, cr in some instances one
additional household. For refusals and people not
at home see instructions which are given later.

(b) If the answer you obtained, in 3, above, is more
than 6, divide the total number of households in

your district by 6, and round to the nearest whole
number. The answer you get will be the sampling
rate for this district. If this new sampling rate

differs from the one given on the block listings
of consumer households, the number of the first
household to be interviewed will also change. In

this situation determine the number of the first
household to be interviewed by using the table of

random numbers supplied to you. The number of the

2nd. household will be determined by adding the

sampling rate to the number of the first household.
Likev/ise, the 3rd. household will be determined by
adding the sampling rate to the number of the 2nd.

household—etc. The total number of households
interviewed in the districts where this procedure
is used will always be six.

In using the table of random numbers, start at
the left hand side and read dovm the columns. As a

random number is used in selecting a household to be
interviewed, strike it off the list. The next random
nimber in the sequence will be used in determining
the first household to be interviewed in the next
district where you may be working. If a number on

the random table exceeds the total of the households
in the district, disregard it and proceed to the

next random number. The disregarded numbers should
be marked off the list and not used at all. All
numbers will be taken in sequence. You should ne\'5r

go back to an unused number. Several tables of
random numbers will be given to you. Be sure to use

the one which corresponds to the sampling rate for
the district.

B. Refusals

In the event that a consumer refuses to participate in

the survey, write the address on the form given to you for
this purpose and turn it in to your supervisor. After a

refusal, go to the next household to get a replacement for

the refusal. For example, if the refusal was number 17, go

to 18 to get the replacement. If 17 and 18 both refuse, go

to 19 and so on until you get the replacement. To get the
nximber of the next household to interview, after an alternate
household has been interviewed, add the sampling rate to tlie
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number of the first household that refused, which in this
case was number 17.

C. Consumers not at Honyg

When no one is at home at a designated household the
first time you try to get an interview, call on a neighbor
to see if you can find out when the consumer in question
will be home and then make your return call accordingly. If
you get no information from the neighbor, you might make
additional calls the same day while you are in the neighbor-
hood. If you leave the neighborhood and haven't been able
to contact the consumer in question, make 2 more calls on 2

different days or evenings. If after this time you cannot
contact the consumer -wTite down the address and the name of
the consumer, if you can get it, and turn it in to your
supervisor.

D. Spot checks will be made by your supervisor to insure that
the proper households are interviewed and that all questions
on the questionnaire have been asked.

E. Ex?.mple

To illustrate the foregoing instructions, a diagram of
p, ^jample district and the details for determining the indivi-
dual households to be interviewed is given below.

By vjalking around the entire area shown in the diagram
the enumerator covints 46 households. Included in this total
are 20 individual households, one of which faces an alley and
another which is located behind a house that faces the street.
There are 6 households in the three duplexes, and 20 units in
the apartment building.

Prior to selecting the households to be interviewed,
the enumerator decides that the starting point will be at
point "A" (lower right hand corner) and the route to be
followed vdU be that indicated by the arrows. The sampling
rate given him is 10. The total number of households divided
by the sampling rate gives 4 as the estimated n-jmber of inter-
views to be taken in the district, /46_ , , •>

(id"
^*^^-

From a table of random numbers, it is determined that
the number of the first household to be interviewed is 8.

I\n interview is completed at this household . The next house-
hold to be interviewed, number 18(8 / 10), is not at home.
Tiie enumerator obtains information from a neighbor in apart-
ment 19 as to the most likely time to contact the household
in question and proceeds to the third interviev: which is

household 28(18 / 10). The enumerator is refused at 28 so
he goes to 29 where he also is refused, but an interview is
completed at 30.
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The number of the next, or fourth, household is deter-

mined by adding the sampling rate to the number of the first

refusal (28 / 10 = 38). An interview is obtained here which

completes the required number for this district with the ex-

ception of household number 18, which v/as not at home. The

enumerator calls back the next evening and completes the

interview at number 18.

If the random number, or first household interviewed in

this illustration had been 6 or under, 5 rather than U house-

holds would have been interviewed. For example, with a random

number of 5, the households interviewed would have been 5, 15,

25, 35 and Z,5.

IV. Materials for Survey

The following material will be needed:

1. A supply of questionnaires

2. A copy of instructions for interviewers and sampling

procedure

.

3. Tables of random numbers

4. Clipboard or something on which to write

5. Pencils
6. I.'Iaps

7. The Interview

After introducing yourself to the housevrife, tell her that

you are representing Oregon State College which is doing a survey
for the Unitsd States Fish and Wildlife Service. Tell her that

we are conducting personal interviews of consumers to find out
about their habits of fish consumption, about their preferences

for certain fish, and about her opinions and ideas for improve-

nsnt in order to bring her better quality fish products. If the

house-wife asks you in, start the interview.

liiany of the housewives may not want to be interviewed. Here

is £ list of suggestions that will give you ideas for a sales talk.

Yo-ar opening sales talk is most important, plan it well.

A. The interview will take 15 minutes or less.

E. Her household has be^n S3].ected on a scientific basis, and

therefore her particjipction is very import-nt in getting a

true cross section of the consumer market.

C. If she tells you that her family does not use fish, ycu can
say something like this, "That's fine; it is more important
that I talk to you than some family that uses fish all the

time." "The interview will take just a few minutes in your

case.''

D. T.'e are not trying to sell her any fish products.
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E. You may have to make up a story of your own. The important
thing is to get that particular interview. It may be

necessary to stand on the porch and interview some house-
wives if they do not let you into their home.

Clean, moderately dressed, friendly intervj.ewers always have the

most success.

Early morning and meal times are busy hours for housewives. Try

to make your calls when she is free. It may prove helpful to make

appointments for later calls. This should be done only as a last

resort as it is expensive to make call backs. Also, the respondent

may not keep the appointment. Some evening calls may be necessary.

This is the only time that working people can be contacted.

VI. Instructions for Completing the Questionnaires

A. Review questionnaire several times in order to become completely
familiar with it. If you have any questions, contact your
supervisor.

B. Interview the person in each household responsible for buying
or preparing and serving the food . Ask about- this when you
start the questionnaire. If the housewife is not at home.,

it will be necessary to make call backs. VJorking housewives
will usually have to be contacted in the evening.

C. Be sure the housewife understands that the survey does not
include canned fish.

D. Read all questions exactly as they are worded. Do not omit
any words or rephrase the ques tions in your own words . This

is important to insure that each question will be asked the

same way by all interviewers.

E. In all cases the word frozen refers to packaged frozen fish or

shellfish.

F. In several of the questions you will notice that there is a

list of alternatives for the housewife to choose from. Unless

specifically directed to do so on the questionnaire, do not

read this aloud . In most cases you will read the question and

let the housewife give her answer. Then you will check the

appropriate blank. If her answer is not listed, write it in

on the questionnaire.

G. All material in parenthesis is for your instruction. Do not

read this aloud when conducting an interview but read it to

yourself and follow instructions.

H. You should stress the underlined words in each question.
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I. The questionnaire is organized into four parts. Part I con-

sists of questions about fresh fish and shellfish. Part II

consists of questions about frozen packaged fish and shellfish.

Part III contains questions about smoked fish and Part IV is

a group of general questions. If the household does not use

fresh fish. Part I vrill be skipped. If she does not use

frozen packaged fish, Part II vdll be skipped, etc. Instruc-

tions for carrying out the procedure are "Indicated on the

questionnaire. Follow them carefully and ask your supervisor

any questions that you may have.

J. The classification information asked for in question 39 is

rather personal, but is necessary for analyzing the data.

Explain to the housewife that the information is desired

because we think it may explain some of the important diff-

erences in fish consumption. Annual income will be the most

difficult to obtain. If the housewife doesn't know or refuses

to answer, indicate in the margin whether the family would

fall in a lov:, medium, or high income group.

X. If the respondent mentions something that seems important

but not covered by the questions, it should be recorded under

"Remarks" at the end of the questionnaire.

L» After completing the interview, thanlc the person interviewed

for their time and cooperation before leaving the house.
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RETAIL SURVEY
Instiructions for Interviewers

1. Approximately 250 retailers will be interviewed personally in Wash-
ington, Oregon, and California. The survey is concerned with fresh,

frozen packaged, and smoked fish. It does not include canned fish,

2. Each interviewer will receive the addresses of the stores he is to
interview. Only the specified stores will be contacted. If fresh,
frozen packaged, or smoked fish are not handled then discontinue
the interview.

3. Interviewers should tallc to the manager or the store owner. It may
be necessary to make appointments for call backs. There will be

cases where different people will be in charge of the frozen pack-
aged fish and the fresh fish departments. When this situation
arises, both men should be interviewed about their respective
responsibilities. The manager of the store should be asked the
general questions (39-i47). The name of each person interviewed
should be recorded on the lines provided at the beginning of the

questionnaire.

4. The cooperation from retailers on the pretest was excellent and
there should be few refusals. In case you have one, fill in the

name of the store, mark your questionnaire accordingly and turn it
in to your sv^jervisor . Intervie-wers are not to' substitute another
firm in the place of a refusal.

All questionnaires must be turned in to your supervisor regardless
of the amount of information contained in them.

5. Comments made by the respondents during the interview that are not
covered in the questionnaire should be recorded in the margins or

at the end.

6. In several of the questions you will notice that there is a list of
alternatives for the respondent to choose from. Unless specifically
directed to do so on the questionnaire , DO NOT READ THIS LIST ALOUD.
In most cases you will read the question aind let the respondent give

his answer. Then you will check the appropriate blank. If his
answer is not listed, write it in.

7. All the material in parenthesis is for your instruction. Read it
to yourself.

Study these instructions and the questionnaire carefully. The
questionnaire is self explanatory except for those instructions given
above

.
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Record No.

4. Are there any special reasons why you did not purchase any fresh fish?

no yes

(If yes) 7hat are your reasons for not purchasing any?

don't like

prefer frozen packaged
catch our own or receive from other people
not available
can't keep fresh fish long enough at home
not accustomed to using fresh fish
price too high
other (specify)

(Skip to Part II, question 14)

5. 'iVhich of the following kinds of fresh fish and shellfish did your family
purchase last year? (Read list and check proper blanks)

_^ salmon
halibut
sole
rockfishes
crab _______
other ( specify )

6. At what type of store did you last purchase these fresh fish and shellfish?

That is, did you purchase them at: (Reed list)

fish market
meat market
supermarket
grocery store
neighborhood grocery
fish peddler
other (specify)

7. Can you generally get the following kinds of fresh fish and shellfish at the

place where you do most of your food shopping? (Read list)

Yes No Don't know

Salmon
Halibut
Sole _^_
Rockfishes ___
Crab

8. Do you have any complaints about the way fresh fish and shellfish are handled

in the stores where you buy fish? no yes

(If yes) 'Vhat are your complaints?

not iced

fish not fresh

fish off-color
not attractively displayed

other (<;pecify) ___^ __
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9. Do you prefer to buy your fresh fish and shellfish pre-packaged?
yes - ask question 10 no - ask 11 ^don't know - ask 11

10. (if yes) In which of the following kinds of packages do you prefer to buy
fresh fish end shellfish? (Read list)

in a cardboard tray with a transparent cover
in a transparent wrapper
no ^reference
other (write in) 1

11. "Jhich do you prefer, salmon steaks or salmon fillets?
steaks
fillets
no preference

12. .Thich do you prefer, halibut steaks or halibut fillets?
steaks
fillets
no preference

^

13. Why is it that you do not purchase more fresh fish and shellfish? I

no special reason '

price too high
catch ample supply
fish not fresh
eating enough now
other (specify)

PA'^.T II Start here - Now I would like to ask you some questions about frozen
packaged fish and shellfish .

14. Did you or any members of your family purchase any frozen packaged fish or

shellfish for home consumption during the past year?
yes (If yes, skip to question 16)

no (if no, ask question 15, then skip to Part III, question 26)

15. Are there any special reasons why. you did not purchase any frozen packaged
fish or shellfish? no yes

(If yes) IVhat are the reasons you did not purchase any?
prefer fresh fish
catch own fresh fish
price too high
quality not uniformly good
not accustomed to eating frozen foods
ether (specify)

(Skip to Part III, question 26)
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16. Vihich of the following kinds of frozen packaged fish and shellfish did your
family purchase during the past year? (Read list)

srlmon
holibut _,
sole

rockfishes
cr?b
other (specify)

17. At what type of store did you last purchase these frozen packaged fish and
shellfish? That is, did you purchase them at: (Read list)

fish market
meat market
supermarket
grocery store
neighborhood grocery
other (specify)

18. Can you generally get the following kinds of frozen packaged fish and shell-
fish at the place where you do most of your shopping? (Read list)

Yes No Don't know
Salmon ____
Halibut
Sole
Rockfishes ____
Crab

19. Do you have any special complaints about the way frozen packaged fish and
shellfish arc handled in the stores where you buy your fish?

no yes

(If yes) ilhat are your complaints?
not attractively displayed
old merchandise left in cabinet
other (specify)

,

20. In which of the following kinds of packages do you prefer to buy frozen

packaged fish and shellfish? (Read list)

in a cardboard box with a transparent cover

in a covered box with e picture shewing what the product looks like

when ready to eat

in a transparent wrapper
no preference
other (virrite in) ___^_______^_———

21. How many servings would you like to be able to get from each package of

frozen fish or shellfish? number of servings

22. Vould you prefer that frozen packaged fish be divided into individual servings?

yes - ask 23 no - skip to 24 no preference - skip to 24

23. How large would you prefer each serving to be in ounces? oz.

don't know

24. In buying frozen packaged steaks and fillets, do you think the steaks and

fillets should be separated by a piece of waxed paper?
^yes no no preference
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25. '^hy is it that you do not purchase more frozen packaged fish and shellfish?

no special reason
don't like
prefer fresh fish
not accustoned to eating frozen foods
eat enough at present
other (specify)

PART III otart here - Now I have a few questions about smoked or kippered fish .

26. Did you or any members of your family purchase any smoked or kippered fish
for home consumption during the past year?

yes (If yes, skip to question 28)
no (If no, ask question 27, then skip to Part IV, question 32)

27. Are there any special reasons why you did not purchase any smoked or kippered
fish? no yes

(If yes) Vifhat are your reasons for not purchasing any?
price too high
don't like
not accustomed to using
salt not permitted in diet
not available
quality (specify)

^

other (specify)

(Skip to Part IV, question 32)

20. Which of the following kinds of smoked or kippered fish did your family
purchase during the past year? (Reed list)

salmon
cod (sablefish or black cod)
others (write in)

29. At what type of store did you last purchase smoked or kippered fish?
That is, did you purchase them ats (Read list)

fish market
meat market
supermarket
grocery store
neighborhood grocery
other (specify) •

30. Can you generally get the kinds of smoked or kippered fish that you want
at the place where you do most of your food shopping?

yes no don't know
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31. Do you have any comolaints about smoked or kippered fish products?
no yes

(If yes) ',/hat are your complaints?
too soft and moist
too dry
price too high
other (specify)

, _^

PART IV Start here - Now there are a few general questions that I would like to

ask you.

32. If you could buy fresh fish and frozen packaged fish at the same price, in

which form would you prefer each of the following kinds of fish and shellfish?
(Read list)

Fresh Frozen No Preference
Salmon ___ ___
Halibut
Sole
Rockfishes
Crab

33. How do you most frequently prepare the following kinds of frosh and frozen
packaged fish and shellfish? That is, do you fry, bake, broil, barbecue,
boil, poach, make salads or appetizers? (Read list and ask only about fish
used by th is family.) (Check pro^jer blanks.)



Record No.

37. For meals eaten at home, about how many times a month do you serve fresh or

frozen packaged fish for lunch cr dinner during Lent and during the rest of

the year? times a month during Lent times a month during the rest

of the year

33. Does your family as a group prefer to eat its fish meals at home or in a

rest?uront? at home in a restaurant

If in a restaurant, why?
all members of the family don't like fish
don't like to fix fish
don't know how to orepare fish
don't like smell

like to try unusual fish dishes
other (specify) _________________________________^________________

39. C:j\3oIFICATI0N DATA

A. How many people are there living in your household, counting children
and babies and any relatives or other adults? number

B. How many peoole in your household are in each of the following age

groups? (Read list)

Number
under 16 years
16 to 24 years
25 to 45 years
45 and over

C. IThat kind of work does the head of the household do? (Get kind of work,

not profession)

D. In which of the following groups does the approximate yearly income of

your fsmily fall before income taxes are deducted?
under 2,000 dollars
2,000 to 4,000 "

4,000 to 6,000 "

6,000 to 8,000 "

1^3,000 to 10,000 "

:iore than 10,000"

E. For rural families only . Does your family raise most of the food you

use, or do you buy most of it?

raise most buy most don't know

F. What was the last grade you completed in school or college?

last grade completed

G. How long have you lived in this state?

years

H. '/here did you live prior to moving to this state?
county or state
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I. '.'hat is your religious preference?

_^^
none
Catholic
Protestant
Jewish
other

Automatic Classification

J. Color
white
Negro
oriental
other

K. Farm, Non-Farm
farm
non-farm

REiVARKS
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4. In 1955 approximately what percent of your total fresh fish dollar purchases
were ench of the following?

% salmon % sole crab

% halibut % rockfishes all other

5. In 1955 approximately what percent of your dollar purchases of fresh fish and
shellfish did you purchase from each of the following sources? (read list)

% fishermrn /o local wholesaler % other West Coast
wholesaler. Ask for

location of wholesaler
(city)

6. In 1955 aoproximately what percent of your fresh fish and shellfish were
purchased through a broker? %

7. Are fresh fish and shellfish delivered to your store?

yes - How many times per week? number deliveries/week

no - How often do you pick up your fish from the wholesaler?
number pickups/week

8. Do you have a self-service meat counter? yes no

9. Do you have self-service for packaged fresh fish? yes no

10. Do you do any processing or packaging of any fresh fish and shellfish?

yes - ask question 11 no - skip to question 12

11. '/by do you package or process these fish products rather than buying them
from a wholesaler?

12. Do you have any complaints about the quali ty of fresh fish and shellfish
products purchased by you?

no

yes - If any complaints, please explain:
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13. Do you have any problems in handling fresh fish products tn your store?

no
yes - If yes, please explain the problems

;

14. Do you keep fresh fish iced while on display?

yes - If yes, skip to question 16. no - If no, ask question 15.

15. Why don't you ice your fish? (check answers mentioned)

isn't necessary in modern refrigeration case
ice not available
too expensive to buy ice

,
,
turnover is fast enough so that icing is not necessary
display case not adapted for icing fish
moisture damage to packages
other (specify) ________________________«__

16. Which of the following methods do you currently use in determining your
selling prices for fresh fish? (read list)

fixed percentage markup on all fish products
fixed percentage markup on individual fish products
price suggested by distributor
no set markup--follow competition
other

17. :^/hat is your approximate current percent markup for each of the following
kinds of fish snd shellfish? (if percentage is not available, ;sk for cents
per pounds markup and average purchase price for each specie - read list)

Percentage Cents/pound Percentage Cents/pound
markup merkuo markuo markup

halibut
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19. What factors do you think were responsible for the changes in your fresh fish
sales?

advertising over all store sales up
self service other (explain)
better merchandising

20. Do you handle fresh fish as a profit item or es a service to your patrons?

profit item service to patrons both

PART II - Start here. I would now like to ask you some questions about frozen
packaged fish.

21. '^id you handle any frozen packaged fish and shellfish during 1955?

yes - ask question 22
no - If no, ask if there are any reasons why frozen packaged fish was

not handled; then skip to 35 and continue.

_not enough demand
_hQndle only fresh fish
_other (explain)

22. In 1955 approximately what percent of your total dollar purchases of frozen
packaged fish and shellfish sales were each of the following?

Yo salmon % halibut % sole % rockfishes
% crab Zi % all others

23. In 1955 approximately what percent of your total dollar purchases of frozen
packaged fish and shellfish products did you purchase from each of the
following sources? (read list)

% local fish wholesaler % dairy products wholesaler
/o local frozen food wholesaler % other '.'/est Coast wholesaler

% other (specify)

2A. In 1955 approximately what percentage of your frozen packaged fish and
shellfish did you purchase through a broker? %

25. Do you have any complaints about "/est Coast frozen packaged fish and
shellfish products?

^yes no don't know

If yes, what are your complaints?_
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26. 'Vhat system do you have to prevent the accumulation of old stocks of frozen
packaged fish and shellfish in your display cabinet?

rotate packages when cabinets are replenished
_prevent overstocking to insure fast turnover
other (explsin)

,

27. Which of the following methods do you currently use in determining your
selling prices for frozen packaged fish and shellfish products? (read list,

fixed percentage markup on all fish products
fixed percentage markup on individual fish products
price suggested by distributor
other

28. '.That is your approximate current percentage markup for frozen packaged fish
end shellfish products? %

29. At what temperature do you keep your frozen food cabinet? °F.

30. Do you have frozen food storage space other than your display cabinets?

yes - If yes, at what temperature is it kept? °F

no

31. Have your sales of frozen packaged fish and shellfish products increased,
decreased or remained about the same during the past year

increased - ask question 32
decreased - ask question 32
remained about the same - ask question 33

32. Vi/hat factors do you think were responsible for the change in your frozen
fish sales?

modernized display cabinets
improved methods of displaying and handling fish in the store
increase in all frozen food sales

. . qreator variety of frozen fish available
promotion
other (explain)

.

33. Do you handle frozen packaged fish and shellfish as profit items or as a

service to your patrons?

profit item service item both

34. Do you think the consumer would prefer a standard size package or varying
sized packages to meet the needs of different sized families?

standard size different size , don't know
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Part III - Start here. Now I would like to esk you some questions about smoked
fish.

35. Did you handle any smoked salmon or sablefish in 1955? (includes kippered)

Salmon yes no

Joblefish yes no

36. Do you have any complaints obcut smokec' fish?

no

yes - If yes, what are these complaints?

_need improved wrapper - explain

_rec'uce moisture content
_gre£;or uniformity of moisture content
_greater uniformity of pcckage size

_other (exploin)

Part IV - Start here. Now I would like to ask you some general questions about
fish.

37. Did you unoertake any special promotion of fish and shellfish products in 1955?

_yes - ask questions 33 and 39
_no - skip to question 40

38. '.That products w^re involved?

39. )'Ihat methods were usee' to promote these products?

point of sale advertising newspaper
store demonstration handbills
television special price
radio other

40. What type of advertising do you think is most effective in increasing fish
and rhellfish sales?

store demonstration newspaper
television handbills
radio other
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41. In order of importance, what three factors do you think have the greatest
influence on the volume of fish and shellfish sold by you?

quality
price of red meat in relation to the price of fish

price of poultry in relation to the price of fish
_season
_nation?lity
_day of the week
^knowledge of preparation
_display
^promotion
_attractiveness of packages
other

42. Are there any changes needed in marketing practices, delivery services,
quality, varieties of fish, packaging, etc. which would result in your
handling more fish?

no

__yes - If yes, please explain: «__________________,»_

43. A.-'proximately what was the total value of your sales of fresh, frozen
packaged, and smoked fish and shellfish products in 1955? (Includes all

fresh c-nd frozen packaged fish) ________________________

44. Approximately what percent of your total dollar sales of fish and shellfish
were sold as fresh, frozen packaged, or smoked?

% fresh
% frozen packaged
% smoked

45. Anproximately how much were your total dollar store sales in 1955?
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2. Approximately how many pounds and v;hat was the sales value of each

of the following species of fish and shellfish handled by you in

1955? (If pounds and dollars figures are not available, ask what
percent of your total dollar sales were accounted for by each of

the following fish and shellfish?)



6. What were your reasons for purchasing fish and shellfish from areas
other than the Pacific Coast in 1955?

Cheaper Consumer preference
Better quality ^Inadequate local supply
JQniformity Not available locally

Other (write in)

7. Have your purchases of fish from areas other than the Pacific Coast
in the past 2 years remained about the same, increased, or decreased?

about the same - skip to 9 ^increased - ask 8
decreased - ask 8

8, (If purchases increased or decreased). Do you expect the trend to
continue? yes ^no ^don't know Why?

9. Do you think it would be a good idea to establish federal or state
grades or standards for fresh fish on a voluntary basis? (Repeat
question for frozen packaged fish,

)

Fresh Frozen Packages
(Check one) (Check one)

yes no don't know yes no don't know

10. On a quantity basis, approximately what percentage spoilage loss
did you experience on each of the following kinds of fresh fish
handled in 1955? (Interviewer read list and record percentages.
Repeat the question for frozen packaged fish.

)

Percentage Loss Percentage Loss
Fish on Fresh Fish on Frozen Packaged

3almon

Halibut

Sole

Rock fishes

Crab
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11, (If wholesaler handles fresh fish)
What are your major causes of spoilage losses on fresh fish?

____ Improper icing before receiving
^

Improper handling
Improper icing after receiving during transportation
Improper handling before receiving

.

Other (specify)
Loss due to overstocking

12, (If wholesaler handles frozen packaged)
What are your major causes of spoilage losses on frozen packaged
fish?

Improper packaging Product had been stored
Improper storage temperature before too long before receiving
receiving ___, Loss due to overstocking

^
Improper holding ten^ieratxire during _____ Improper storage tenqj-

transportation

.

erature after receiving
Other (specify)

13, At what temperatures (degrees Fahrenheit) are your storage rooms
kept for fresh, frozen packaged, and smoked fish?

fresh frozen packaged smoked

Li. How long can you hold the following kinds of frozen packaged fish
and shellfish at merchantable qualities using your existing facil-
ities? (Interviewer read list and record number of months.)

Frozen Packaged
Products (months)

"

Salmon

Halibut

Sole

Rockfishes

Crabs

15. Approximately what percentage of your dollar sales of fresh fish
went to the following outlets? (Interviewer read outlets and re-
cord percentages. Repeat the question for frozen packaged fish.
Institutions means restaurants, hotels, hospitals, etc.)

Sales Outlets
Retail Insti- Other fish Frozen food Other

Products Stores tutions wholesalers & Dairy Co. (specify)

Fresh

Frozen packaged

(If wholesaler handles frozen packaged fish, ask 16.)
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16. In 1955, what percent of your dollar sales of frozen packaged fish
was sold:

Under your ovm label Under someone else^s label Unlabeled

17. Do you offer delivery service on fish sold to other wholesalers?

^Yes ^No

18. Do you offer delivery service on fish sold to retailers?

^Yes ^No

19. If delivery service is offered, do you have regular routes?

^les No

20. If you have regular delivery routes, how often do you deliver?

^Daily Twice weekly ^Weekly ^Other

21. What general areas do your delivery trucks cover? (List cities)

22. What type of refrigeration is used during delivery of fresh fish to
retail and intitutional trade?

Insulated truck with ice
^Non-insulated truck with ice
Other (explain)

23. What type of refrigeration is used in delivery of frozen packaged
fish to retail and institutional trade?

Ifechanical refrigeration
Dry ice - insulated truck
^Dry ice - non-insulated truck
Other (explain)

24. Do you provide frozen fish display cabinets to retailers?

Yes - If yes, ask 25
^No ~ If no, skip to 26

25. Are these cabinets leased to retailers or provided free of charge?

^Leased ^Provided free of charge

J^. Do you arrange merchandise in frozen fish display cabinets?

Yes No
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27. Do you remove the stocks of frozen fish from the display cabinets
after a given length of time?

^Yes - Ask 28 ^No - Skip to 29

28. How long do you permit frozen stocks to remain in the cabinet?

(Tfrite in number of months )

29. Do you furnish ice without charge to fresh fish retailers?

Yes ^No

30. Do you take back from retailers unsold fresh fish which has deterior-
ated in quality?

Yes No

31, Did you do any organized educational work with retailers for the

purpose of improving the quality of fish in 1955?

Yes - Ask 32 No - Skip to 33

32, V/hat type of educational work did you do?

33. Approximately how much did you spend for advertising fish in 1955?
$ . I'lTiat percent of this total was expended for the
follov/ing kinds of advertising: (Interviewer read list)

Firm advertising
^Brand advertising
Local Association advertising
^National Association advertising (such as tuna, salmon, etc.)
^Industry-wide advertising (such as N.F.I.)
Other

34. V.'hat media was used for brand and firm advertising in 1955?

Radio Car and Bus Cards
^rv Leaflets
Magazines Store Demonstrations
Nev:spapers Special Sales Promotion
Billboards
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35. Do you expect to spend more, less, or about the same for advertising

fish in 1956?

More Less About the same

36. Which of the following kinds of advertising do you think is most
effective; that which promotes; (Read list)

^Specific items on continuing basis

^Fish in season
litems in temporary over-supply on a short-term basis
Other (specify)

37. 1i?hen providing extra services to your patrons, do you increase your
prices or make a service charge?

^Increase prices
_Service charge
Other (explain)

38, Tf.Tiat new fish products have you sold in the past three years?

None ^Frozen fish soups
Precooked fillets and steaks Breaded scallops
^Frozen fish dinners Other (specify)
Fish sticks
JTuna pies

(If some new products were introduced, ask 4-0.

)

39. In your opinion,^ what is the best method for introducing new fish
products to other vrholesalers? (Repeat the question for retailers
and consumers .

)

Wholesalers Retailers Consumerg
Advertising (radio, TV, newspaper)
Salesmen
Free samples
Store demonstrations
Leaflets
Recipe or cook books
Other

Notes:

40. Do you find retail stores generally receptive to new fish products?

^Yes - Skip to question 42 ^No - Ask 41 Don't know -

Skip to 42
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Al. Why do you think stores are not receptive to new fish products?

Cost of promotion Facilities not adequate

Space not adequate Other

4.2. ViTiat is the capacity of the sharp-freezing facilities owied and
rented by your firm?

Ib^/day

4.3, Are your ovm and rented sharp-freezing facilities adequate to

handle all your sharp-freezing requirements?

^Yes - Skip to 45 ^No - Ask 44

44. If no - Are enough public sharp-freezing facilities available for
your use?

Yes No

45. Vlhat is the capacity of the frozen product storage facilities oper-
ated by your firm?

lbs.

46. Are adequate public frozen product storage facilities available to

your firm?

^Yes No

47. 'ilhat is the capacity of your ice production unit?
I'Vhat percent of capacity was used in peak period in 1955?
In low period in 1955?

48. How much ice did you purchase last year? tons
Price per ton?

49. Do you have any specific suggestions about how you could improve the

quality of Pacific Coast fish and shellfish products?

50. Do you have any suggestions for improving the packaging of fish and
fish products? (attractiveness, durability, size, shape, etc.)
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51. Lidicate in order of importance the three factors which you think
have the greatest influence on the retail sales of fish, (Shovr

card to wholesalers.)

Quality Weather
_Price of red meats Income
_Price of poultry Day of v/eek

_Price of fish linowledge of preparation
_Season Advertising
_Nationality Type of store displays
_Religion ^Other

52. Do you think frozen packaged fish and shellfish should be divided
into portions?

Yes - Ask 53, 5U, and 55 ^No - Ask 56 Don't know -

Ask 56

53. How many portions should be in one package?

54. Approximately hov; large should the portions be in ounces?

55* Should the size of the portions be the same for family-size package
and restaurant-size package? Yes No

56. How do you think the sale of smoked fish can be increased?

^
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